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The BSTews 
Bowling 'Green State University 
fri- 
day. 3-30-79 
Student killed 
in car crash 
A University student was killed 
Wednesday night in a two-car 
accident in Ottawa Hills. 
Sharyn D. Stanley, 18, a fresh- 
man general business major, was 
pronounced dead at the scene of 
the accident at the "T"- 
intersection of Indian Road and 
Central Avenue, according to 
Ottawa Hills Police Chief 
Edward E.Wechtel. 
Stanley, a former Sylvania 
resident, was a passenger in the 
car driven by Julie A. Teblin, 16, 
also from Sylvania, which was 
traveling north on Indian Road. 
When the Teblin vehicle turned 
west onto Central Avenue, it was 
struck broadside by a car 
traveling east, driven by Weston 
L. Gardner Jr., 31, of Toledo, 
Wechtel said. 
Both drivers were taken to 
Toledo Hospital where Teblin is 
in critical condition and Gardner 
in fair condition, according to a 
hospital spokesman. 
Wechtel said a driving citation 
will not be issued until the 
coroner's report is completed. 
Visitors can call from 9 a.m. to 
9:30 p.m. today at Reeb Funeral 
Home, 5172 N. Main St., Sylvania. 
Services will be held at 1 p.m. 
tomorrow at the First United 
Methodist Church in Sylvania. 
Stanley, a 1978 Sylvania High 
School graduate was the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Clarence Stanley, 5811 Jeffrey 
Lane, Sylvania. 
elsewhere 
HARRISBURG, PA.-One 
scientist compared radiation still 
escaping from the disabled Three 
Mile Island nuclear power plant 
yesterday to fallout from an 
atomic bomb test. Page 4. 
inside 
NEWS-Tornado precautions 
aren't just a lot of hot air. Page 4. 
REVUE-Catf ish Meyers, 
former University student, goes 
from pizza man to playwrite as 
he moves to the Big Apple. 
weather 
SHOWERS-Cloudy, windy and 
warmer with thunder showers. 
High66F(19C),low43F(6C),70 
percent chance of precipitation. 
ason expected to take MSU job 
Ron Mason 
by Dave Lewandowskl 
assistant sport* editor 
Bowling Green hockey coach Ron 
Mason's rumored departure toMichigan 
State University (MSUi was confirmed 
yesterday by a top University athletic 
administrator and a player on the 
hockey team. 
MSU will hold a press conference this 
morning at 10 a.m. when it will 
announce a new hockey coach. Mason 
reportedly will sign the head coaching 
contract at the press conference. 
One BG hockey player said the 
signing is "official but unoffical." 
Mason was in Michigan last night and 
could not be reached for comment. 
IT ALSO IS reported that Mason will 
take assistant coaches John Mason and 
Shawn Walsh with him if he is named 
coach. 
"He (Mason) said that ke wanted to 
take his own system with his own 
policies to MSU," the player said. "He 
also said that he will try and bring In a 
coach to BG that will fit his mold and 
coach the way he does.'' 
Speculation is that former St. Louis 
University hockey coach Bill Selman 
will be sought if Mason accepts the 
coaching position at MSI. Selman is 
available since the St. Louis hockey 
program folded at the >nd of this 
season. 
The player said that Maion could not 
talk to every player individually, but 
told some players that it was "the 
hardest decision he has ever had to 
make." 
THE PLAYER also said that some of 
the team's freshmen are disappointed 
by the action. 
"It's harder on the freshmen. Some of 
the others and I thought that he would 
be around for our four years when we 
were recruited," he said. "Some of the 
freshmen I've heard said that it wasn't 
worth coming here now." 
Mason, whose team just finished fifth 
in the NCAA hockey playoffs, has been 
head hockey coach at the University for 
six seasons. This year's team compiled 
a 37-7-2 record, tying a NCAA mark for 
the most wins in a season. 
Last year the team finished third in 
the NCAA post-season tournament with 
a 31-8 record. 
Before coming to the University, 
Mason was hockey coach at Lake 
Superior State College for seven 
seasons. He guided the Lakers to five 
National Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletic NA1A) championships. 
Mason  has  been  named Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association i CCHA, 
coach  of the year for the last two 
seasons and has compiled a 160-63-6 
record at Bowling Green. 
The Falcons have won the CCHA 
regular season championship three of 
the last four years and the CCHA 
playoff title the last three years. 
Vasil gets VIP treatment at Vegas pageant 
by Jim Flick 
Stafl reporter 
If you thought you heard someone say 
"Bowling Green State University" on 
national television Monday night, it 
wasn't your imagination. 
University junior Cheryl Vasil, a 
health and physical education major, 
was one of 45 women in last Monday's 
"Miss All-American Girl Pageant" 
televised live from Caesar's Palace, 
Las Vegas. 
Although she wasn't one of the 16 
semi-finalists, Vasil, the reigning Miss 
BGSU, was treated royally and enjoyed 
her ten-day visit to "Sin City." 
"They treated us terribly well," she 
said. "There was so much money 
behind this show. We stayed in Caesar's 
Palace, two to a suite, and had 
limousine service." 
While the girls were treated royally, 
they were there to work. Preliminary 
competition and rehearsals kept them 
busy from 9 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. each 
day. Even on the day of the broadcast, 
they practiced up to half an hour before 
showtime. 
What impressed Vasil most was the 
qulaity of the show's production. "It 
was more a show-type deal than a 
pageant," she said. "They were very 
professional about getting it done and 
they wanted a good show." 
She said it was a better show than the 
Miss America Pageant, which she 
competed in last year. 
Besides the VIP treatment, she 
received a $600 camera, the clothes she 
wore in the the pageant and a $50 bill 
from Bob Stivers, the pageant's 
producer. "He felt sorry for those of us 
who didn't win anything," she laughed. 
The pageant occupied Vasil's time so 
completely that there was little time to 
enjoy Los Vegas nightlife. Guards on 
each floor protected the contestants 
from any extra-curricular activities. 
"Our parents couldn't have seen us if 
they were there," she said. "They 
wanted us all to have that all-American 
image." 
All 45 girls were chaperoned by 
pageant officials to the Andy Williams 
show one night. "We had front row 
seats and were all spotlighted during 
the show. After the show, we got to talk 
to Andy Williams backstage. I even got 
a kiss." she said. 
Another night, pageant officials let 
them go to a disco, perhaps to practice 
for the pageant's disco competition. 
"We were so tired of being cooped up, 
we just wanted to get out." Vasil ex- 
plained. 
Treated as a celebrity during her 
stay, Vasil met another celebrity at the 
disco: Dallas Cowboy defensive 
lineman Ed' 'Too Tall'' Jones. 
"He bought me a drink-just ginger 
ale-and I talked to him lor while. He 
was so tired of girls walking up to him 
and giving him their phone number that 
he just wanted to talk to someone for a 
while and have a good time." 
The pageant judges were also 
celebrities. They included swimmer 
John Nabor, who won four gold medals 
at the Montreal Olympics in 1976, Dr. 
Joyce Brothers and two professional 
football players. 
Vasil was so nervous when she first 
met Nabor during the interviews > ach 
contestant had with all the judges that 
in 
she did not recognize his name. 
"All he would tell me is that he 
public relations," she said. 
But even while going through a week 
of grueling practices, Vasil knew she 
wouldn't make the semi-finals. "I kept 
asking them when they were going to 
film my gymnastic routine, and they 
finally told my they weren't, she said. 
"That was their way of letting me 
know." seepao«5 
Cheryl Vasil, University Junior, demonstrates sen* of her 
gymnastics skills, which mads up her talent routine last 
stafl photo by George Lundskow 
Monday at the "Miss All-American Girl Pageant'at Cassar's 
Palace, Las Vegas. 
,&ftO VQrS Computer printouts pitched despite paper shortage 
by Keith Ammon 
Staff reporter 
Six to eight tons of computer printout 
[paper will  be thrown  away at the 
■University this year despite a paper 
i that is affecting colleges and 
sities across the nation. 
Dr.   Richard   Conrad,  director  of 
Computer Services, said that attempts 
have been made to recycle the prin- 
touts, but there is just no market for 
them. 
Until last year the printouts, along 
with newspaper and computer cards, 
were collected by Wood Lane Industries 
and  sold  to a salvage company in 
Maumee. 
Plant Manager Don Ullum said Wood 
Lane gave up on the recycling when the 
University decided to recycle the cards 
themselves. Without tht cards, which 
met $90 to $100 a ton, Wood Lane coutd 
no longer afford to collect the paper. 
Improved advising system sought 
by Rick RlmtUpsch 
staff reporter 
Students are dissatisfied with the 
University's    advising    system,   ac- 
to   a   Student  Government 
ation   (SGA)   survey  of  1,000 
nts taken last fall. 
Consequently,    a   set   of   recom- 
to improve  student ad- 
will be formally announced at 
Wednesday's SGA meeting, according 
Jim D. Whalen, academic affairs 
Whalen and the Academic Affairs 
I have been studying the advising 
i since last fall. Letters were sent 
all Ohio universities asking about 
advising   programs,   lists   of 
tit complaints about advising were 
and each college advising 
office was Interviewed. 
ONE GENERAL recommendation 
suggests that all colleges keep in- 
dividual files on every student. These 
files would contain grades, letters and 
other information. This would help an 
adviser keep better informed on a 
student's progress, Whalen said. The 
College of Education already keeps 
such files. 
Another recommendation centered 
on colleges keeping students better 
informed on the senior checklist, in- 
cluding graduation requirements. 
Whalen noted that some colleges keep 
students well informed on what is 
needed to graduate, but others do not. 
This often results in students who lack 
one course or a few hours of credit, 
being unable to graduate on time, he 
said. 
WHALEN ALSO said that student 
advising should involve more of a 
"personalized touch." Instead of 
receiving impersonal form letters from 
their college office, students should get 
letters from their advisers informing 
them of office hours and setting up 
meetings. 
Whalen said training sessions for 
faculty in areas outside their own 
professions would help them better 
advise students about various career 
choices. 
Other recommendations call for the 
production of faculty handbooks 
outlining general studies and group 
requirements, and more emphasis on 
peer counseling. 
Specific recommendations will be 
sent to each college office to improve 
advising, Whalen said. 
worth only about $30 per ton. 
ULLUM SAID the recycling was 
never really profitable but it did pay 
for itself and provide training for Wood 
Lane employees. 
Computer Services stored the 
printouts themselves tiler Wood Lane 
stopped collecting thtm but stopped 
doing so because the return on used 
paper barely covered the cost of 
shipping it to the salvage company. 
A collection by the Ah- Force ROTC 
last year met a simtar fate. Captain 
Richard Beckett said cadets gathered 
and stored the paper on campus, but 
"they didn't get a very good price on it" 
when it was sent to a Toledo salvage 
firm. 
i 
HE SAID THET stopped their 
recycling attempt because "it's not 
worth the trouble." 
Printouts from computer facilities in 
the Math Science butding, the Business 
Administration buJJiung and the Health 
Center are now billed to the county 
landfill along witj the rest of the 
University's trash. 
David Love of the Unversity Grounds 
Service said a trash incinerator 
planned for the pewer plant might be 
able to use the pastr to produce heat, 
but construction of such a facility is at 
least two years away. 
The lack of a salvage market for the 
printouts may be partially attributed to 
the quality of the paper itself. Willard 
M. Tatham, an operation supervisor for 
computer services, explained that the 
paper used in the printers is made from 
"ground stock," a recycled product. 
GROUND STOCK paper costs ten to 
twelve dollars less per case than higher 
quality paper, and although it produces 
more "dust" in the printers, the 
savings seem to outweigh this disad- 
vantage. 
Local salvage dealers say they will 
pay about $15 per ton for the higher 
quality paper. They cannot afford to 
buy and store ground stock because 
there is no market for it, despite 
shortages in the production end of the 
industry. 
Tatham said that the installation of 
visual display terminals in computer 
labs will cut the amount of paper used, 
and this process should be completed in 
several months to a year. 
ABOUT 1,(0$ students per quarter 
use the computer facilities for classes. 
Computers are also used for graduate 
and faculty research and for handling 
administrative data. 
Students are required to purchase 
their own computer cards, but printout 
paper is provided by the University. 
About 4,500 cases of paper per year are 
used, according to John Matthews of 
the Inventory Management warehouse. 
Costs range from $13 to $20 per case 
and most of the paper is purchased by 
state contract, although some is pur- 
chased directly by the University on a 
bid basis. 
ACCORDING TO Matthews, 
University supplies of paper are good 
despite a "very critical shortage" of 
paper products caused, in part, by 
strikes in West coast manufacturing 
areas. 
He said the shortage was anticipated 
by the University, which "purchases 
ahead'' to ensure an 8-10 week supply of 
paper. Matthews added that the state 
contracts should help to ease the effect 
of a shortage on the University. 
The paper shortage, detailed in a 
recent issue of The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, prompted computer ser- 
vices director Richard L. Conrad, to 
ask the University computer users to 
cat-down on paper consumption by 
using microfiche for larger reports, 
although a considerable amount of 
oaper must still be used. 
wmm wmm m mmmmm 
opinion— 
housing inspector 
will benefit students dying youngstown surrenders to brown moss 
speaking out. 
Bowling Green's housing conditions should improve if the city and the 
Wood County Health Department can agree on the conditions for hiring a 
housing inspector. 
The two groups, with the blessing of the City Council and the Housing 
Commission, are currently negotiating a pact for the city's use of a 
county housing inspector for 30 hours a week at a cost of about $12,000. 
The housing inspector would enforce the housing code with powers 
vested in the code to order a home owner to fix up the building or go as far 
as to order the demolition of a vacant, vandalized home. 
The new contract, according to Zoning Inspector Thomas Carnicom, 
would allow for the inspector to be continually surveying neighborhoods. 
This would be a marked improvement over the inspections currently 
made by Carnicom on only a complaint basis. 
Currently, nobody regularly inspects homes though someone is badly 
needed to perform this duty. 
University students often are stuck in decaying homes because of their 
limited incomes. Housing Commission member Dr. Charles L. Means 
said he recently surveyed a small portion of the city where students live 
and found more than SO deteriorating buildings. 
The Student Consumer Union and the University Housing Office can 
help students with landlord-tenant problems, but they lack the power of 
the law to force corrections. 
The proposed housing inspector will be required to maintain contact 
with the Housing Office to help students resolve their off-campus housing 
complaints. This step alone should benefit the student-tenant. 
The housing inspector will be an asset to the University student and the 
community as a whole and the News believes the two parties should sign 
a contract as soon as possible. 
turkey & triumph 
TRIUMPH-The stench of Poe Ditch will be a thing of the past when the 
new sewage treatment plant approved by the city Monday night is built. 
TURKEY-An audit of the University's personnel office by the Ohio 
Department of Administrative Services has shown the employees have 
been employed or promoted not on the basis of skill level but because of 
who they know. 
What surprised me most about 
Youngstown was the moss. 
Too broke to go to an exotic place like 
Daytona Beach or New Orleans, I 
packed my safety helmet and asbestos 
coveralls snd headed home to 
Youngstown, the dying steel city on the 
eastern border of Ohio. 
I found the weirdest thing. 
YOUNGSTOWN USED TO be a fun 
town to go home to. The south and west 
sides had lots of rough steelworkers 
bars, the carcoal-gray water of the 
Mahoning River, the romantic red light 
of the steel mills at night and the ever- 
present pall of "pay dirt" falling from 
the mills' smokestacks. 
Of course, the upper-class north side 
had its rampant police corruption and 
the occasional boom of a Mafia 
boo by trap. 
Most of that's gone now. The moss 
had replaced It. 
It's thick, toft, brown and someone 
once said it looks like some illegal 
weed, though no one's ever been sure 
what she meant. 
APPARENTLY,   THE   MOSS  had 
always been there, kept in check by the 
pollutants produced by the Bessemer 
converters Sheet & Tube and U.S. Steel 
kept going 24 hours a day. But when the 
large steel companies started cutting 
back and shutting down a year and a 
half ago, the moss took over. 
rr\r Jim M      * 
Rick 
Sixteen 
I 
It blocked my driveway when I got 
home from finals. The doors and 
windows of my house were boarded up, 
the family car gone and the entire 
neighborhood strangely quiet. 
I donned  my safety helmet and 
afraid to park the car for fear of 
becoming entangled In the slippery 
mossy mess. 
Finally, I headed for the north side, 
thinking the rampant corruption should 
hold the moss back for a while. 
THIRSTY AND TIRED of the ringing 
silence of Youngstown, I stopped in one 
of my favorite old bars, the Motor Bar 
on North Wick Avenue. 
I hoped to find some recently laid-off 
steelworkers, a bewildered truck driver 
or even a drug-crated engineering 
student from Youngstown State 
University. 
1
 'It blocked my driveway when I got 
home from finals. The doors and win- 
dows of my house were boarded up, the 
entire family gone and the entire neigh- 
borhood strangely quiet." 
asbestos coveralls before getting out of 
the car and waded to the front door to 
look for a message from Mom. 
A TATTERED SHRED of paper 
clung to the door Just above the moss. 
The only intelligible words were 
"moss...crept through the win- 
dow.. .Kathy scarred...fled..." 
Wondering what the moss could have 
done to my only sister, I slogged back to 
the car. I drove around for awhile, 
wondering where to find my family, but 
Hearing a noise from Inside as I 
approached the door, I whipped out my 
camera, hoping to get a picture of one 
of these colorful local characters. But 
the door burst open as I neared it and a 
short, skinny blonde woman brushed 
me aside as she came running out the 
door, yelling, "I found the moss, I found 
the moss!" 
INSIDE, I FOUND the bartender 
scratching his head and grimacing. 
"Can't figure her out," he said. "Kept 
saying she knows this is New Orleans." 
Over a beer, he told me the sad story 
of the fall of Youngstown. 
The moss had grown slowly at first It 
was a Joke, something every tourist 
shop and motel in town captured on 
before-and-aftcr postcards. 
It finally clogged the roads, but with 
the steel mills shut down, no one had 
reason to go outside and the town 
ignored its plight. 
THE MASS EMIGRATION started, 
the bartender said, when the beer 
trucks could no longer get into town. 
The steelworkers took their unem- 
ployment checks, the policemen their 
graft, and beaded down I-M and all 
roads leading south. 
"Where to?" I asked, hoping he could 
help me locate my family. 
"New Orleans," he replied. 
"Someone said they don't have no moss 
down there. Heading there myself soon 
as you finish your beer. That's the last 
one In the place." 
I GAVE HIM a letter to carry to my 
folks on the off chance he'd see them, 
and headed back to Bowling Green to 
wait for my family to contact me. 
First thing I did when I got back to 
town was scrape the moss off my 
clothes and car. I could swear I got it 
all, but there's this brown stuff growing 
on the front steps... 
Jim Flick Is a staff reporter for the 
News. 
letters 
* 
anti-greek 
letter hurts 
In a letter entitled "frat rats use 
harassment," the entire greek system 
was put on trial for the actions of a few 
people. Only Mr. Scipione and the 
brothers of TKE know exactly what 
happened between them, and that is 
how the matter should have stayed. If 
he had a gripe about the actions of his 
former housemates he should have 
solved the problem with that fraternity 
and that fraternity alone. But, instead 
he has seriously hurt the reputation of 
an entire institution by his malicious 
comments. 
This is not a letter trying to isolate the 
TKE bouse from the rest of the 
fraternities. I don't know enough of the 
facts to make a Judgement like that All 
I am trying to point out is that one 
person has put many people's personal 
integrity on the line because of his 
generalization that all frata' actions are 
like the ones he received, and that is not 
very fair. 
I  strongly  hope  that Tau  Kappa 
Epsilon (TKE) responds to Mr. 
Scipione's letter very soon, before the 
whole greek system suffers during Its 
most important time. This may happen 
because, being the first three weeks of 
the quarter all the fraternities are 
having their rush for new members, but 
due to Mr. Scipione's extreme 
generalization many houses life and 
blood may be diminished. And that is 
also very unfair. 
MikeDoUn 
CRodgeri 
trust Christ, not 
a chain letter 
Lately, we've been seeing a rash of 
"Christian" chain letters popping up 
around campus, particularly in the 
dorms. Perhaps you've seen them. 
Some of them say "trust" on the top. 
They promise unbelievable riches to 
those who pass twenty copies to their 
friends and neighbors, and terrible 
horrors to those that don't (A notable 
example: "John Q. threw the letter 
away and eight days later was run over 
by a truck.") Their key word Is "luck." 
My friends, Christians Just don't 
believe in luck. If this were really a 
"Christian" chain letter (I'm not sure 
those terms are even compatible), then 
it would have told about the love of 
Jesus and the laving power of His death 
and resurrection that we celebrate in 
two weeks on Easter. Christian means 
"Christ-like'. It also means we depend 
on him, not oo "luck." 
Well, If It's not a "Christian" chain 
letter, I guesi that only leaves us with 
one other choice, for Jesus once said, 
"He who is not for me, is against me." 
Anyone who gets a letter of this sort 
should bum it immediately. People who 
distribute these letters are false 
apostles, deceitful workmen 
masquerading as apostles of Jesus 
Christ. And no wonder, for Satan 
himself masquerades as an angel of 
light It is not surprising, then, if his 
servants masquerade as servants of 
righteousness. Their end will be what 
their actions deserve. 
Don't give the letter to anyone. Throw 
It In the fire, which is just where the 
originators of that letter will be 
spending eternity. 
Thomas More Scott 
411 Gould 
scipione unfair 
to tke house 
In regards to Dan Scipione's editorial 
on Wednesday, March 28 pertaining to 
the fraternity's use of harrassment, I'd 
like to give the other side of the story. 
The TKE's are a great bunch of guys 
who play no more Jokes on one another 
than any other fraternity. 
Did you ever consider the fact that 
maybe it was you who really was the 
practical Joke? 
I've known the TKE brothers for over 
a year now and think they are super! 
Sure, they play Jokes on one another but 
most of them have a sense of humor and 
can handle a practical Joke. And even if 
they were overdoing it a little, maybe 
there was a Just cause. Try to think of 
something you did that may have 
angered one of the engaged brothers. 
Sure Dan, it's easy for you to knock 
the whole TKE house but why don't you 
look at it sensibly? Was it really the 
' TKE brothers who were totally wrong? 
Or are you an immature freshman who 
isn't ready or capable of handling the 
responsibility and brotherhood of a 
fraternity? 
Diane Melster 
231 Chapman 
you call this 
service? 
It seems to me that once again the 
student gets screwed at this University, 
and this time the culprit Is Parking 
Services. 
Parking lot 4, the commuter lot 
behind the power plant, has, for the last 
three years I have attended BGSU, 
been for commuter students' vehicles. 
Knowing that I was abiding by 
University regulations with a paid 
vehicle registration tag properly 
displayed on my rear bumper the first 
respond 
day of spring classes, I was p.o.'d upon 
returning to my car to fing a ticket on 
my windshield for parking in the wrong 
area. 
It seems that the faculty and staff 
needed more parking spaces, because 
of construction of the power plant, so 
Parking Services posted four signs 
clearing part of lot 4 for their sole use. 
Now, if there was adequate warning 
of this situation, I could have avoided 
the hassle of a parking violation but 
alas, the erection of these signs that 
reassign my privileges after three 
years is all the consideration I 
received. Notice should have been 
posted exam week of winter quarter, 
but the overnight change was made 
without notification of the students. 
Once again the student gets screwed. 
Dale A. Francis 
oo-campus mailbox W47 
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as 
opinions on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and 
guest columns. 
All correspondence should by typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those 
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone 
number for verification will be accepted. 
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns 
are not to be more than 60 typed lines. 
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that 
are deemed in bad taste or malicious. 
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106 
University Hall. 
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LASALLE-S 
sale 
save 20% to 50% now on fashions for 
you, for your family, for your home...the 
brightest, newest spring ideas are in full 
bloom. The savings are ready and 
waiting...hurry in! 
misses' contemporary 
fashion slim skirts from 
famous makers 
$-j 799 
Orig. $27. Updated styles from Claude 
and Casablanca. Cotton, polyester- 
cotton in red, white, khaki, navy, black. 
Misses' 6 to 14. 3 styles: side button, 
side slit, front wrap. Spark up your 
wardrobe with these skirts.! 
save 20% to 50% on our own 
brand Young Collector tops 
$599.$-j 999 
Orig. $13 to $40. Choose woven cotton 
jean tops, cotton knit t-shirts, polyester 
crepe de chine suit blouses and much 
more. Fashion bright sizzling colors, 
pastels to soften outfits. S-M-L. 
Misses'6 to 14. 
we copied the great fit of a 
designer jean...then priced 
low 
$-|799 
Orig. $27. Great buy at our original 
price...a must-have on sale. 5-pocket 
Western styling in indigo cotton. The 
only thing missing is the famous 
signature. Hurry for yours! Misses' 
SUM 6 to 14. 
casual fashion t-shirts in 
your choice of three snazzy 
styles 
$399 
Orig. $13 to $14. Easy-care cotton knit 
that's comfortable for travel or hottest 
summer play days. You'll love all three 
styles...haveoneof each in bright 
colors and pastels. Sizes S-M-L. 
now...have your favorite   . _ 
Jeans and tops in women's 
sizes 
1/3 off 
and more 
Orig. $22 to $24 jeans...sale 14.99. Orig. 
$12 to $28 tops,   sale 7.99-19.99. Long 
and short sleeve tops in wovens, knits. 
Novelty and basic styles. Sizes 38-44. 
Jeans in waist sizes 32 to 38. 
   the 
nyl< 
iact 
Reg.$ 
Cotton 
unpred 
yours i 
tool M 
favorite for men...the 
ies' lightweight 
goo 
)% off for Spring Sale, 
ng is Just right for 
ing weather. Have 
jd. Gals love them 
J-M-L-XL. 
juniors! start your new 
spring wardrobe with our 
fashion blouses 
$10" 
Reg. $15 to $18. Brand new solids and 
patterns in cotton or polyester-cotton. 
Wear them with Jeans, skirts, suits. 
Scoop up armloads now while we've 
marked our prices down. Sizes S-M-L. 
juniors' spring coordinates 
from a very famous maker 
'1/3 Off 
Orig. $18 to $40.. .sale $11.99 to $25.99. 
Polyester-cotton in light blue or peach. 
Match up pants, skirts, vests and more. 
Lots of exciting fashion detailing. Sizes 
5 to 13 and S-M-L. 
m coacl 
let 
$1 
20...now2( 
flannel I in 
ictable spr 
n navy or r 
en's sizes! 
junior skirts to set the pace 
for your new spring war- 
drobe 
$1699 
Reg. $22. Choose from solids and floral  • 
prints in newest spring colors: bisque, 
cream, mauve and more. ..plus basic 
black and others. Polyester-rayon 
blends that really flow. Junior sizes 5 to 
13. 
you don't need to jog to 
enjoy our terry separates 
for juniors 
$§99_$g99 
Reg. $8 to $16. Choose from 2 styles of 
shorts with contrast trim...then match 
up to 3 styles of tops. They're all cool 
cotton terry and matchable In natural, 
turquoise, rose. S-M-L. 
a favorite new pants style 
for juniors...thedrawstring 
waist 
$1499 
Reg. $19 to $21. Polyester-cotton twill 
or natural cotton sheeting...both styled 
with comfortable drawstring. Choose 
white, khaki, blue, rose, black. They're 
lighweight and easy-care. Sizes 5 to 13. 
young men! stock up now 
and save on many casual 
knit shirts 
$-|-|99 
Reg. $15 to$19. Polyester-cotton knits 
and terrycloth in natural, blue, brown 
and more. V-neck, button front, banded 
collars, mesh inserts and more 
detailing. Sizes S-M-L. 
young men's casual pants in 
the styles that you've looked 
for 
*13" 
Reg. $19. Cotton calico and polyester- 
cotton blends. Many styles Include 
drawstring waists, styles with belts and 
many styles with detailing on front and 
back pockets. Hurry In and fill your 
closet 1 
dress up that 8 to 20 size boy 
and save on suits and 
coordinates 
20% off 
Suits reg. $35.99-$51.99 sizes 8-20. 
Blazers, reg. $30-$36 and vests, reg. 
$11-$12, sizes 8 to 20. Pants, reg. $12- 
$16, waist 26 to 30. Save on the com-         "> 
plete suit.. .or match up your own 
suit...save both ways. 
stock up on cushion foot 
tube socks...save by the 
half-dozen 
6 for $650 
Reg. 6 tor$9. Pre-packages in packs of 
6. Orion acrylic in snowy white with 
assorted color stripes. Extra-long with 
tops that stay up. One size fits all. 
men's cool short sleeve 
sport shirts... just when you 
need them 
$999 
Reg. $15. Polyester-cotton woven 
plaids, checks, ginghams. New short 
pointed collar in newest spring colors to 
spark up your leisure wardrobe. Sizes S- 
M-L-XL. Hurry In and stock up now. 
nana 
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blurbs. Accident called 'America's worst' 
Campus Safety and Security 
reported March 28 that a 10-«peed 
bicycle valued at $120 was stolen 
during break after a friend of the 
bike's owner locked it to a tree. The 
bicycle was recovered. 
A suspicious person outside 
Moseley Hall was reported to 
Campus Security March 27. 
Investigating officers discovered 
that the person was on parole from 
Louisiana State Penitentiary and 
instructed him to stay away from 
the area. 
*** 
A IMS BUICK Le SABRE was 
reported stolen March 27 from the 
south Lot F. The case is under in- 
vestigation. 
A bottle of perfume was reported 
stolen from a room in Treadway 
Hall March 27. The perfume was 
valued at $14. 
*** 
CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICERS 
were called March 25 to the in- 
cinerator room on the fourth floor of 
McDonald West to investigate a Ore. 
The fire was extinguished by a 
resident advisor. The fire is under 
investigation. 
A television and typewriter were 
reported stolen March 25 from an 
unlocked trunk room in Dunbar. The 
value of the television and 
typewriter was placed at $125 and 
$200, respectively. 
¥** 
A BATTERY WAS reported 
stolen March 27 from a vehicle in 
Lot 6. 
*++ 
A watch and several pieces of 
clothing were reported stolen from a 
room in Treadway on March 26. 
Value was placed at $195. 
• +++ 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Blotter Blurbs 
is a weekly feature of the News. The 
reports are taken from Campus 
Safety and Security reports. 
Power-plant leak still a mystery 
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) - One 
scientist compared radiation still 
escaping from the disabled Three Mile 
Island nuclear power plant yesterday to 
fallout from an atomic bomb test as 
experts puzzled over the cause of 
America's worst nuclear accident. 
Amid doubt about what went wrong, 
plant officials said radiation from a 
crippling water spill may continue to 
teak into the air for at least another 24 
hours. 
"THIS CORRESPONDS to a major 
fallout pattern from a nuclear bomb 
test," said Dr. Ernest Sternglass, 
professor of radiology at the University 
of Pittsburgh, who measured radiation 
levels at the Harrisburg airport 
Thursday morning, two miles from the 
plant site, and found them 15 times 
greater than normal background 
radiation. 
Contaminated water vapor, coming 
from the floor of a cooling building 
adjacent to the shutdown reactor, was 
escaping through vents and was ex- 
pected to continue contaminating the 
atmosphere until all the water is 
pumped out 
Despite the forebodings of Sternglass 
and others, officials of Metropolitan 
Edison Co., which operates the plant on 
an Island In the Susquehanna River 
about 10 mites southeast of Harrisburg, 
said there was no danger to the public. 
AS FOR Sternglass' comment, Dick 
Milter, a company spokesman, said, 
"We don't consider that a rational 
statement It's kind of far-out" 
A spokesman for government 
agencies also assured local residents 
that they were not being exposed to 
dangerous levels of radiation. 
John G. Herbein, vice-president of 
generation for Metropolitan Edison, 
said, "We didn't injure anybody, we 
didn't over-expose anybody and we 
certainly didn't kill anybody. The 
radiation off-site was absolutely 
miniscule." 
HERBEIN SAID radiation readings 
indicate the level of exposure ranges 
from up to 20 millir ems an hour at the 
site to as much as seven milllrems in 
nearby towns. This is much less than 
what a person gets In a chest X-ray. 
"There is no danger to the public," he 
said. 
But nuclear  critics  attacked the 
company's no-danger posture. 
"EVERY DOSE OF radiation is an 
overdose," said Nobel biologist George 
Wald, professor emeritus at Harvard 
University, at an anti-nuclear con- 
ference. "A little radiation does a little 
harm and more of it does more harm." 
Sternglass said, "The reaction of the 
community should be to stand up and 
scream. Risk for pregnant women and 
young children is significantly in- 
creased. 
"It's not a disaster where people are 
going to fall down like flies. It's a 
creeping thing." 
THE ACCIDENT was triggered 
before dawn Wednesday when a valve 
apparently malfunctioned, causing the 
nuclear fuel to fail and spilling more 
than 100,000 gallons of radioactive 
water. This melted about 1 percent of 
the metal cladding that protects the 
uranium pellets and contaminated the 
reactor building. 
Walter M. Creitz, president of 
Metropolitan Edison, said, "as long as 
man makes equipment nothing is ab- 
solutely safe." 
Conflicting reports, from the com- 
pany and from the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission which supervises safety 
and operation at America's 72 atomic 
power plants, made it unclear whether 
the radiation escape was the result of 
equipment or human malfuncion. 
"I WOULDN'T say that an operator 
did shut down one of the core cooling 
systems after the valve failure or • 
particular component and that In turn 
caused the fuel element failure and the 
fuel damage," Herbein said. "A 
complex set of circumstances ware 
involved. 
"I'm not ruling out human errors," 
he added/That is a possibility." 
Meanwhile, Lt. Gov. William 
Scranton ni said one teat for iodine 
isotopes in milk proved positive. But 
the level, taken from a farm on the 
Susquehanna's east shore, was tone- 
fiftieth of the federal safety limit 
Scranton, who added there is no need 
to consider evacuation, also said state 
officials are testing river water for 
radiation. The plant, which has two 
reactors, was put Into service in 1974. 
The other reactor was taken out of 
sendee last month for refueling, Just 
two months after the No. 2 reactor 
began producing electricity. 
Hair dryers may pose risk 
"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind" 
e 1979 P»BST BREWING COMPANY. MitoaukM. Wis andoth«>cil« 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Confronted with 
evidence that some hair dryers may release 
particles of asbestos, the government 
yesterday rushed to obtain more information 
on the possible cancer risk to those who use 
them. 
The Consumer Product Safety Commission 
issued a "special order," similar to a sub- 
poena, to the 10 manufacturers responsible 
for 90 percent of the hair dryers sold in the 
United States. 
It also sent telegrams calling for top 
executives of the firms to come to Washington 
for a meeting with the commissioners early 
next week. 
THE ORDER CALLS for Information on 
whether the manufacturers have ever made 
hair dryers containing asbestos and, if so, 
which models. This would enable the com- 
mission staff to provide consumers with a list 
of hair dryer models containing asbestos. 
Scientists have linked the breathing of 
asbestos fibers with an increased risk of lung 
cancer and other serious diseases. 
Asbestos is used in some models to insulate 
the liner of the device from the beat 
generated inside. The commission estimated 
that between 2.5 million and 3 million dryers 
containing asbestos are shipped into the 
country each year, usually from plants In 
Asia. 
One private survey of new and used hair 
dryers in Washington, D.C., found about one 
in five models containing asbestos. All of 
those containing asbestos spewed out the 
fibers, according to EMV Associates, Inc. of 
Rockvilte.Md. 
Dr. Joseph Highland of the Environmental 
Defense Fund said consumers often can tell if 
their dryers contain asbestos by looking into 
the barrel of the device for a gray-white 
fibrous material. 
the side door (university union) 
Friday - Welcome Dock Mixer 
The side door moves to the grand Dotlroom 
"Show off your ton" with the best sound around 
6 p.m. .50'with ID 
SATURDAY-DISCO 
The excitement of spring break 
returns with fabulous J. R. 
9-1 adm..50« 
watch for the return of the 
side door flicks 
a MARTIN RITT7ROSE AND ASSEYEV production 
"NORMA RAE" 
SALLY FIELD RON LEIBMAN BEAU BRIDGES PAT HINGLE BARBARA BAXLEY 
screenplay by IRVING RAVETCH and HARRIET FRANKJR.     music DAVID SHIRE 
director of photography JOHN A. ALONZO. A.S.C 
produced by TAMARA ASSEYEV and ALEX ROSE      directed by MARTIN RnT 
"IT GOES LIKE IT GOES" lyrics by NORMAN CIMBEL musk by DAVID SHIRE 
COLOR BY DeLUXE* 
«L- PO|w«aniiMa»paaaai»)«a») 
Now playing at a theatre near you. Check local 
newspaper for specific theatre listing. 
wm wmmmm 
briefs 
Placement seminars 
University Placement Services will sponsor an in- 
terviewing seminar at 3:30 p.m. Monday and graduate 
school seminar at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday. Bom events will be 
held In the Placement Office, Student Services Building. 
Summer schedules 
for Flrelands 
Complete course schedules for summer classes at 
Flrelands Branch Campus now are available. Courses are 
offered during the first five-week term from June 18 
through July 20 and the second term from July 23 through 
August 24. Registration for summer session begins May 
14. For more Information call the Flrelands Office of 
Admissions at 4194334680. 
Correction 
The date of the 1979 Student Government Association 
(SGA) election was incorrectly reported In yesterday's 
News. The election will be held April II. 
Job openings at BGRNO 
Bowling Green Radio News Organiztton (BGRNO) has 
job openings for 197940 assistant news director, assign- 
ment editor and sports director. Applications now are 
available in 413 South Hall and are due April 6. 
Trio to perform 
The Eastman Trio, Including violinist Zvi Zeit lin, cellist 
Robert Sylvester and pianist Barry Snyder, will perform 
in concert at 3 p.m. Sunday In the Recital Hall of the 
College of Musical Arts. The brio, whose members all are 
part of the faculty at Eastman School of Music, will 
perform selections from Anton Arensky, Franz Schubert 
and Sydney Hodkinson. The performance is free and 
public.  
Housing sign-ups 
to begin Monday 
Applications for on-campus housing for fall 1979 will be 
accepted 8:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. beginning Monday In the 
main lounges or activity rooms of all campus residence halls. 
Priority will be given to students who apply for housing on 
the day designated for their halls. All students with less than 
90 credit hours or six quarters in residence by fall are 
required to reside on campus unless they are married or 
commute daily. 
Housing office personnel will be In the halls on the 
following days: 
Of fenhauer East and West-April 2 
Krelscher-Compton-April 3 
Founders-Lowry and Harmon-April 4 
Founders-Mooney and Treadway-April S 
Alice Prout and Conklin-April 9 
McDonald East and Kohl-April 10 
McDonald North and Rodgers- April 11 
McDonald West-April 12 
Harshman-Bromf ield and Chapman-April 18 
Harshman-Anderson and Dunbar-April 17 
Kreischer-Ashley and Darrow-April 18 
Kreiscner-Batchelder-April 19 
Off-campus and commuting students who wish to live on 
campus next fall may apply beginning Monday at the 
Housing Office, 440 Student Services Bldg. Early application 
is encouraged. 
Advertising 
Salesperson needed 
for Toledo area 
—Transportation necessary 
-Position pays 10% 
commission on all sales 
Apply:  106 U. Hall 
The 312 Hews 
THETACHI 
PLAYBOY PARTY 
TUESDAY, APRIL 3RD 
SHAPE UP 
FOR SPRING! 
PROGRAMS FOR WEIGHT 
& SMOKING REDUCTION 
SPONSORED BY 
B.G. HEALTH 
CENTER 
FOR INFO. CALL 372-2271 
AND LEAVE 
YOUR NAME AND NUMBER 
Tornado season ) 
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Preparation may save your life 
Because about 13 tornadoes hit Ohio annually, Gov. James 
A. Rhodes has designated April 2 through 8 as Onto Tornado 
Safety Week. 
According to Seldon Carsey, Director of Environmental 
Services at the University, posters are being placed in all 
University buildings to inform persons where to go In case 
such a disaster occurs. 
Carsey said April, May and June make up tornado season 
and Immediate action must be taken if a tornado strikes. His 
important to stay away from windows, doors and outside 
walls he said, and a portable radio should be kept bandy to 
find out when the storm is over. 
IN HOMES AND small buildings, Carsey said persons 
should take shelter in the basement or an interior part of the 
lowest level-closets, bathrooms or interior balls. 
Carsey explained that in schools, nursing homes, hospitals, 
factories and shopping centers, persons should take shelter 
in pre-designated areas. Interior hallways on the lowest floor 
are usually the best, he said. 
IN HIGH RISE buildings, interior small rooms or hallways 
are the safest areas, Carsey said. 
A film on tornado procedures will be available April 9-13. 
Anyone interested in seeing it should contact the Environ- 
mental Safety and Health Service located in 219D of the 
Centra Building. 
'Epiphany': Cure for the Monday blahs 
Mondays are boring enough, let alone not having even a 
BG News to read. Sure, there's the Green Sheet, but it's Just 
not the same as having the rat-eared, oft-used copy of the 
News around. However, starting In April, students will have 
an opportunity to combat the Monday doldrums with the 
publication of "Epiphany," a magazine filled with features, 
cartoons, humor and news. 
Rick Burgess, the editor of "Epiphany," described the 
publication as "a sort of grab bag of all the Ideas, stories and 
angles that haven't fit into the News or the Revue." The 
magazine will be published each Monday starting April t, 
and like the News, it la free. 
Burgess said that the Monday magazine will attempt to 
cover in-depth areas both on and off campus that are either 
too long or too involved to be adequately covered by the 
News. "We're going for detail—the whole story—what 
happens, what makes it happen and why. For the first issue 
we're going to cover the migrant situation in northwest 
Ohio," Burgess said. 
BURGESS ADDED that the magazine will attempt to 
make use of the talents of the entire University. "Well be 
using artists, photographers and writers from almost 
anywhere. We want to get people who normally wouldn't 
consider working for a newspaper or magazine," he said. 
Since the focus of the magazine will be on features, in- 
cluding humor, Burgess said the "Epiphany" wants "anyone 
and everyone" to get involved. "As long as a story is In- 
teresting, humorous or Informative, we're interested," he 
said.adding that "everyone has a funny or amusing story to 
tell." 
Features are not the only part of "Epiphany." The 
magazine will print cartoons drawn by University car- 
toonists. "We have some ideal in mind for cartoons, but we 
would like any aspiring artists to submit their work," 
Burgess said. 
As for the name of the magazine. Burgess said it comes 
from James Joyce. 
"An epiphany is a sudden revelation about the meaning of 
things," Burgess said. 
THE MAGAZINE WILL also have regular departments 
including a complaint department, a lonely hearts column, a 
weekend news wrap-up (including sports)and a humor page. 
There will also be weekly features on students and people at 
the University who are doing "exciting, novel or unusual 
things." 
Burgess added that there will also be a weekly Interview 
"much like those that Playboy does. We're going to do some 
in-depth interviews with University officials snd 
newsmakers on campus," he said. 
Burgess emphasized the Importance of student In- 
volvement in the new magazine. "If we are to cover In- 
dividuals, clubs and organizations here at the University, 
we're going to need student Input. We are dependent on the 
students for leads, ideas and innovations," he said, adding 
that no idea la too far-fetched "because we'll try almost 
anything once." 
Since a magazine will also print some fiction and poetry, 
aspiring writers from all backgrounds are wanted. Burgess 
said interested persons including writers production people, 
photographers, cartoonists and even Journalists should 
contact him in the BG News office, 106 University or call 372- 
2003. 
Music building 
opening delayed 
Although building contractors report they are six weeks 
behind schedule, faculty and students should move into the 
new $7.5 million music building fall quarter. 
Keith Bogan, mechanical engineer for the University 
architect, estimates the building will be 98 percent ready at 
that time. 
"The moving-in process will be a gradual one and will 
begin July," Bogan said, "but the building won't be ready for 
occupancy until September." 
The gradual moving-in process can be attributed to the fact 
that the building is being constructed in five phases. 
"The building is composed of five wings and contractors 
are building it one wing at a time," Bogan said. 
Bogan added that minor deficiencies must be corrected 
before the building is 100 percent ready. 
"Tins occurs in the construction of any building," Bogan 
said. "Inspections are made and deficiencies are corrected." 
Vasil from page one 
VASIL WAS LATE when she arrived at Caesar's Palace on 
Sunday, March 18, through no fault of her own. The airline 
reservation the pageant's organizers made for her got her to 
Caesar's Palace Just after toe gymnastic competition was 
finished. 
The judges let her do her routine, and gave ber perfect 10s, 
but counted the lateness against her. So Vasil lost out in her 
strongest category. 
A professional skateboarder from Los Angeles won the 
athletic competition. Understandably, Vasil was a bit upset 
about being unofficially disqualified. 
But because she was the only gymnast among the girls in 
the pageant still in competition-she competed in the 
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) 
Regional meet attheUniversttyof West Virginia on March 10 
to finish her season with the University's team-the Judges 
were most interested in her gymnastic career. 
"IN THE INTERVIEWS,the Judges were so thrilled about 
gymnastics, since it'sstill a new sport, and asked so many 
questions about it that they didn't have time to ask much 
about news events," Vasil said. 
MEDICAL 
SCHOOL 
August 79 applicants, * 
year fully recognized end 
established Mexican 
Medical School, with 
several hundred 
American students 
enrolled. Use English 
language textbooks and 
reams In English. School 
combines quality 
education, small classes, 
experienced teachers, 
modern facilities. 
Unlversided Del Nereite 
t20Eest4lSt.,N.Y.C. 
10017 
[212)594-6589 
Of 232-3784 
Vasil was prepared for any question. She studied for the 
pageant, as she does for all pageants, by watching newscasts 
every night, reading newspapers and magazines. She also 
finds her classes helpful. 
"One Judge was really out to get me on current events," 
Vasil smiled, "But I got out of it because she asked me about 
ERA. Well, I'd Just written a term paper about ERA for a 
sociology class." 
Ironically, while the girls were trying to become "Miss Ail- 
American Girl," they weren't very nice to each other, ac- 
cording to Vasil. 
"If you were nice you got stepped on," she frowned. "Most 
of the girls didn't want to help you an inch, but would use 
anything you told them to their advantage." 
"It seemed like the sweetest, most talented girls didn't 
make the finals. But then, the Judges couldn't see the snot- 
tiness that went on." 
But, all In all, Vasil said It was a good experience and in- 
tends to enter the pageant again next year. "It's going to be 
held in Hawaii next year and after all, the trip out is on 
them," she said. 
MOOOO 
Archery room 
now open 
There is good news for bow and arrow buffs. The archery 
room at the Student Recreation Center has opened. 
The reason for the delay in opening the room is that the 
backing material for the targets took longer to arrive and set 
up than expected. 
THE HOURS the room will be available are: 7-8 p.m. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays and 3-5 p.m. Saturdays and Sun- 
days. There must be a supervisor present to use the room. All 
other time the room will be used for golf. 
Students win be able to check out archery equipnwnt at the 
rec center without charge on a first come, first served basis. 
A mini-workshop on archery will be offered by the rec 
center starting 7-8 p.m. Tuesday, April 3. 
BGSU CHEERLEADING MOOTS 
- MALE AND FEMALE 
Clinic   April 2 - 7:00 p.m.   Memorial Hall 
Clinic   April 4 - 7:00 p.m.   Memorial Hall 
All Interested persons must attend at least 
one clinic to tryout April 7th. 
-PLEASE COME DRESSED FOR PRACTICE- 
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc 
RIGHAM'S 
REENH0USE 
COME SEE US . . . 
WE'VE GOT JUST 
THE PLANT FOR YOU' 
DAILY 8-6 
SUNDAY   12-5 
1026 N   MAIN 
RUSH 
Delta Tau Delta 
ur sis 
April 3 (Tuesday) 
7:30 Popcorn Party 
April 5 (Thursday) 
7:30 Ice Cream Party; 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO 
835 HIGH ST.-RENTAL OFFICE 
PHONE 352-9371 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES 
NOW LEASING FALL AND SUMMER 
9:00-4:30 MON.-FRI. 
• HAVEN HOUSE 
• PIEDMONT APRTS.-8TH& HIGH ST. 
• BUCKEYE HOUSE649 SIXTH ST. 
• BIRCHWOOD PLACE-650 SIXTH ST. 
• MEADOWLARK-818 SEVENTH ST. 
• SMALL BLDGS. -BETWEEN 6TH * 7TH ST. 
FEATURES 
• 2 BEDROOM-FURNISHED 
• GAS HEAT ft AIR CONDITIONING 
• LAUNDRY AREA IN EACH BLDG. 
• TENANTS PAY ELECTRIC ONLY 
• LOTS OF CLOSET SPACE 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
• ALL RESIDENTS HAVE USE OF B.G.'S ONLY 
YEAR "ROUND POOL WITH LARGE GAME ft 
PARTY ROOM.* HUGE FIREPLACE. «PING 
PONG. POOL TABLE, PIN BALL MACHINES. 
» KITCHEN, PIANO ft COLORED TV. 
OTHER RENTALS 
• HOUSES. EFFICIENCIES. 1 BDRM 
• FURNISHED ft UNFURNISHED 
BSSSSSSl 
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ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 a.m.-10 p.m. 
1 -800-438-8039 
HURRY!!! 
APPLY NOW TO 
SELL ADVERTISING 
IN TOLEDO AREA! 
-EXCELLENT 
EXPERENCE 
- CAR REQUIRED 
|WE NEED YOU 
The B'B Hews 
SYMBOLS O LOVE 
VOW    'IIPWI    OMnond 
brilliantly    beiut-'ul 
Ouan"(ee0   lor   perled 
Keepsake 
R^tmrtnl l>iMml H.ntf 
\ • 
V    ■      \ 
\ ...» 
Save 50* 
Expensively bound in elegant 
hue fabric, leltered in gold, dm 
the finest, most complete Hi 
available tixlay Forty four he.iutifullv 
lliwraied page*espcci.illv deigned to 
record all thi* memorable event* of 
Vour   engagement     wedding   and 
hooeyiqpati  Otfi record 
idemifirtMion number? included 
For your personal copy 
(be 57.SO BRIDE'S KEEPSAKE 
BOOK, prevent (hit coupon and 
S 1.75 to any Ke*p*ali* Jeweler. 
Jokers Specials 
FRI.-SAT. MON. 
St. Lag Jeans 
Reg. 19.00 
•11.99 
Terry 
Warm-Up Jsck.lt 
Reg. 25.00 
•12.99 
Csnvas 
Tote Bags 
Reg. 13.00 
*7.99 
Exercise Slippers 
Reg. 5.00 
•2.99 
2 pc. 
Top-skirt 
(poly cotton) 
Rag. 26.00 
•14.99 
Biklnls-Brlefs 
Selected styles 
Buy two pair 
third pair 
FREE 
Blouses 
Full sleeves 
solid or prints 
Reg. 22.00 
•13.99 
Initial 
Key Chains 
Reg. 2.50 
99« 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
GET our 
OFHRSll 
^ 
March 30th thru April 8th 
Maa.-Stt. 11-9 
BB.M 
1011 S. Main 
Baafck) Green 
J5J-8459 
125 N. Main St. 
353-6691 
WOOSTER WINE SHOP 
IMPORTED BEERS AND WINES 
"WOOSTER WINE SHOP 
WANTS TO PUT YOU 
IN GOOD SPIRITS" 
425 E WOOSTER 
HOURS: 
SUN.-WED til 11 P.M. 
THURS.-SAT. til 1 P.M. 
DDDDDDnDDDDnDDDDnnDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Here's an effective new eye-exercise program that can 
produce astonishing results in a very short time. . . 
The Betterv ision Eye Clinic is 
now offering a program of eye- 
exercises that can completely 
cure most cases of poor eyesight 
— to that glasses or contact 
lenses art; no longer needed. 
Originally developed by Dr. 
William H. Bates of the New 
York Eye Hospital, this method 
has been widely used by the 
Armed Forces, schools, clinics, 
and thousands of private 
individuals. 
e nearslghl 
• farsight 
e astigmatism 
a middle-age sight 
For many years it was thought 
that poor eyesight was just bad 
luck, or something you inherit from 
your parents. Scientists now know 
that most eyesight problems are 
caused by accumulated stress and 
strain — which squeeze the eyeball 
out of shape, and affect the muscles 
that do the focusing. The result is 
the eve cannot form a clear Image, 
and the world appears to be blurry. 
The Bates Method corrects poor 
eyesight by strengthening these 
muscles and relaxing the eyeball. 
You do simple easy exercises that 
increase your focusing power, 
eliminate eyestrain, and make 
your   eyes   strong   and   healthy. 
ateSewnif  Ms  Sates  Mattes',  yea 
save Matrass at setters la etetees 
sos eye snail*slim Sanaa Ike years 
IS cents. Tks prsirsm It (ally 
Me*. Try It ler M Says, sue N 
net mate-Wily aaUawei, tens 
No matter what 
your eyesight problem 
the Bates Method can help you. 
This Is a health care program. 
and will benefit 
everyone who follows it— 
children, adults, and seniors. 
Even if you have wom glasses all 
your life, you can expect to see a 
definite improvement within 1 or 2 
weeks. Things will become clearer 
and clearer, and you will have 
flashes of good vision as you go 
through the program, these flashes 
become longer and more frequent 
gradually blending into 
permanent better sight. 
If your eyesight is not too bad. 
you can expect to return to 20/20 
vision in about a month. Even if 
your eyesight is really poor, within 
2 to 3 months you should be able to 
put away your glasses, once and for 
all. Read these case histories: 
Aldous Huxley—Nobel Author 
"My vision was getting steadily 
worse, even with greatly strength- 
ened glasses. To my dismay I realiz- 
ed I was going blind. On the advice 
of my Doctor I decided to try the 
Bates Method. There was an imme- 
diate improvement. After only 2 
months I was able to reed clearly 
without glasses. Better still, the 
cataract which had covered part 
of one eye for over 16 years was 
beginning to clear up." 
by 
Or. Jamas Kennedy 
Rev. Frederick A. Milos, M.S. 
"By following the simple exercises 
given in this program, I have com- 
pletely recovered my vision. Now I 
can read for long periods without 
my glasses." 
Karen Grant—Journalist 
"The exercises were tremendously 
relaxing. I used to be nearsighted. 
With the Bates Method I was able 
to put away my glasses in just 3 
weeks. It's so nice when you can see 
out of your very own eyes.'.' 
This program has been specially 
designed for the individual to 
exercise at home. Written in simple 
non-technical language, it gives you 
all the guidance you need to regain 
natural healthy vision in just 
minutes a day: informative booklet, 
complete step-by-step instructions, 
plus special charts and displays to 
ensure you make rapid progress. 
By following this program, yam 
will soon be able to sec clearly 
without glosses. It's up to you. 
Ordering the Bates Method can be 
one of the best decisions you ever 
made. So do it now—before you get 
sidetracked and forget. Fill out the 
order coupon, attach your check for 
S9.95 phis II for postage and 
handling, and mail it to ua today! 
It »oa Hsvs say asisMias ratal Una; 
Ms arearaai, saute eel as at 
(sit) Tlllssi. Oar MI—I' 
tttrttsf wet as atal Is kesj yea. 
years t 
nkeskferi 
Bettermion Eye Clinic 
Pacific Buildint Suite 31S 
flO ICth SL, Oakland, Ca 94(12 
M rnsrn ml tj rrtini mat. 
U nsMtsh sml stt O* asm su. 
MME Cfl 
ADDRESS 
e^, 
o 
CITY 
STATE  TIP 
« 
campus calendar 
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Meetings 
MONDAY 
Undergraduate Theatre Alllsnce. 5: 30 p.m.. 403 University Halt. 
Chrlttlan Science Organization. 6:30p.m.. Faculty Lounge, Union. 
SUNDAY 
St. Thome'. Moretwl night retreat. 5:10-10 p.m., Ant loch library in 
the Newman Center. 
Campus Bridge Club. 1:30 p.m.. Ohio Suite, Union. Open to all 
experienced players with or without a partner. 
Mythopoetic Society. 7 9 p.m.. 447 Math Sciences. Will discuss 
"Oragonflight"by Anne McCaffrey. 
Suite, Union. 
FRIDAY 
Campus Crusade for Christ College Life (Fellowship), 7 p.m., Ohio 
Activities 
MONOAY 
Health    Fair,    9   a.m.-4   p.m.,    Community   Room,   Union. 
Representatives from Lung Association, Cancer Society, Planned 
Parenthood,  Kidney Foundation. American Heart Association, 
Muscular Dystrophy Association, Multiple Sclerosis Society, and 
the American Red Cross with booth displays. 
Ohio Bell management recruiters, t :30 a.m.-5:30 p.m., placement 
office. 
Housing signup, 1:30 a.m.4:is p.m.. for Offanhauer East and 
West, In main lounges of activity rooms of all campus residence 
Advanced Statistical Analysis System (SAS) ssmlnar, 4:30 p.m.. 
224Ma1h-Sclencet. 
doonesbury 
, by Garry Trudeau 
N0M0&6/6S, TRACKS, 
BUU£BCKBBHES!Ito 
,T-i_ OUT! ttKOER. 1*1 BACK 
~X   MSOtXt!AN BW8H 
C** UT MAJ0K. AND Al- 
MADt6MON6T0 
gCATttBANP! 3 
crossword 
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ACROSS 
1 Tit lor — 
4 Fantasy 
9 Dickens' "A 
Christmas 
14 Zion: Abbr. 
15 Florida city 
16 Crest 
17 Pop goes — 
19 Finer 
20 Ogles 
21 Time period 
22 Within: 
Comb, lorm 
23 Being 
24 Falls 
28 High notes 
29 Swiss river 
31 Crumb 
32 Gaffe 
33 drum 
36 Lows 
38 Large bird 
39 Veteran: 2 
words 
41 One of 
Santa's rein- 
deer 
43 Bay — 
44 Hare's tail 
46 Card holding 
47 Redact 
49 Aisle: Obs. 
50 Golly! 9 Candy — 
51 Wheys 10 Gets up 
52 Frighten 11 Remember 
54 Moisture: PI. 12 Native: Suf- 
58 — power: fix 
Abbr. 13 God of the 
60 Japanese sea 
admiral 18 Xmas — 
61 Siren 24 Girl's name 
62 Dark 25 In cold — 
64 Xmas fea- 27 — Sample 
ture McPherson 
66 Fished 28 Re|ect 
67 Revise 30 Masc 
68 Chemical names 
suffix 33 Calibers 
69 Greek Island 34 Baffle 
70 Relaxes 35 Excellent 
71 Football 37 Sauce: Obs. 
positions: 40 Cimbalom 
Abbr. 42 Pine leal 
45 Coffee break 
DOWN in London 
1 Name 48 Pill 
2 Yule log re- 53 Flowers 
mains 55 Diner 
3 Xmas —: PI. 56 Incorrect 
4 Performs 57 Widgeons 
5 NBC's sire 59 Grant 
6 Canvas sup- 61 Chemical 
port suffix: PI. 
7 Pub: 2 words 62 Time div. 
6 Mrs. —: 63 Eastern 
Sheridan's church veil 
creation 65 Explosive 
classifieds. 
SERVICESOFFERIO  
Pregnancy Aid «. Under 
Standing. EMPA. 352 2143 S, 352. 
9393.  
Piano & Theory instruction. Call 
352-7968. Mature, experienced 
teacher.  
PERSONALS  
KEOSI   KEOSI  KEOSI   KEOSI 
KEOSI 
KEOSI   KEOSI  KEOSI  KEOSI 
KEOSI 
KEOSI   KEOSI  KEOSI   KEOSI 
KEOSI 
KEOSI   KEOSI  KEOSI   KtOSI 
KEOSI 
CHUCK 152-57131  
Lost: I ZBT male told to go to 
hell. Last seen wandering in 
BGSU Grsveysrd. Call 2-5920, 
ask for The Virgin. Reward: 
Free  steak   knlve   with   each 
leading call.  
Denlse, Roomie, Spoon & Tray- 
We shared a life full of memories 
In iust one week. So glad, I could 
share my break with ya* all) 11 
Love, 'Tear It down."  
Employment available. June- 
Sept. Grill cooks, general kit- 
chen, bartenders, housekeeping, 
bike        shop. hostesses. 
Applications at BGSU Student 
Employ, office or write Iroqvols 
Hotel, MacKlnac Island. Mich. 
49757.   
The Beta MO Is COMI NO I  
Sub me Quick Italian subs. 
Delivery hotline for subs & beer. 
352-OOODI1I  
The return of The Side Door 
Disco. Why leave the excitement 
of Spring Break In Florida? 
Check out the Side Door 
Saturday 9-1. .50 cents. 
UPTOWN is new serving 
specials six nights a week. 
Tonight's the night I Seta Happy 
Hour's kicks off spring quarter 
starting at 4:30. Come on out & 
drink some beer & have a good 
tlmel  
Sub-me-Quick Italian subs. 
Delivery hotline for subs a beer. 
352 GOOD I  
HAVING A KEO PARTY THIS 
WEEKEND? FOR YOUR 
COMPLETE KEO PARTY 
NEEDS. CALL CHUCK 332-5713, 
THI PAIST SLUE RIBBON 
CAMPUS IIP. KEEP PASST 
BLUE RIBBON ON YOUR 
MINO. 
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA, 
National Leadership Honorary Is 
now accepting applications for 
new members. Applications are 
available In 405 Student Services 
S are due back April 6. All In- 
terested lunlors S seniors ere 
encouraged to apply. 
UPTOWN special: all drinks half 
price i-ti  There.. Frl., a Sat. 
nights. 21 a over. 
The BETA 5O0 Is COMINOI11 
PABST-BOSU'S NUMBER ONE 
BEERIII  
Phi Mu's. Last quarters tea was 
great so what better way to ring 
in the spring than a Phi MuPI 
Kappa Alpha date. Tonight's our 
Hawaiian Luau so we'll see your 
tanned bodies at the Pike House 
around eight. Be there. Aloha. 
To all in the house who went wild 
in Fla.-way to relate to the sun 
especially to Wasem for 
becoming a "too-old". Also, give 
Rees a clap for being able to 
relate to Youngstown & doing the 
report. The Brothers. 
Subsl Subs! Subsl All of our subs 
are made to order. Tell us what 
to put on it. Pisanello's Pizza 
352-5166 ^^ 
Luanne. Happy Belated 20th! I 
hope you know you're the best 
roomie I could ever have. Good 
Luck In everything you do. Love, 
Kris. 
"HOOTER"  Brandt 
why aren't you??? 
is a  Teke, 
Alpha Phis: Sig Eps are ready to 
kick-off Spring Qtr '79. Bring 
your tan bodies & be ready for a 
wild niteof partying. 
WANTED 
QUICKI  I need a typist. Prefer 
female.   One  paper.   20  pages. 
Reasonable rates pd. Call Dan, 
352 3097     or    3281     on campus 
mailbox. 
NEEDED  1  F.  rmte. for next 
school year. Call 3521232. 
IF. rmte. to shore apt. CallVMJ- 
8293 anytime.  
1 F. rmte. for next Fall Qtr. New 
apt. Close To campus. 352 4325. 
M. or F. rmte. needed. Private 
rm. Near Univ. Utll. I telephone 
Includ. 352 7960  
1 F. rmte. still needed lor Spr. 
Qtr. Nice apt Univ. Village. 
Price     negotiablel     VERY 
CHEAPI 352 6200  
F.    rmte.    needed.    Spr.    Rent 
negotiable. 352 6248. 
F. needed Apt. to sublease NOW I 
$285-qtr Across Kohl. 353 3631. 
Wanted  to  rent:   1   car garage 
near campus. Call Julie anytime 
372-4901. 
HELP WANTED 
Research experience available 
for mature female Interested In 
area of mental health. Study to' 
involve Interviewing, training a 
data collection, during the month 
of April. Good experience in 
survey work for those engaged In 
social sciences. Contact Bit at 
352-5428 for more Information. 
Waitresses a delivery people 
needed. Apply between 2 4. 
Pagllal's East. 
Additional delivery help needed. 
Sub-me Quick. 143 E. Wooster. 
Lunchtime help needed. Sub-me- 
Quick 143 E. Wooster.  
Volunteers. Teacher's side, 3-6 
dally. Education background 
pref. Music person, 910 am, 
Fridays only. Daycare Center. 
North Baltimore. Oh. Mrs. Yost 
257-3253.  
Need  persons  to make donuts. 
Nights. Call Spudnuts. 352 9150. 
Need extra cash? People wanted 
to distribute brochures In BG & 
Findlay area. Transportation not 
necessary. Ph. 352-2095.  
Clinical psychologist. Clinic 
seeking PHD with experience or 
training with child develop- 
mental disabilities. Professional 
position with benefits. Salary Is 
$30 29,000, lee paid. Contact DA. 
Johnson, 352 3292. Snelllng s. 
Swelling. 190 S. Main. BG, OH, 
Waitresses, waiter, cocktail 
only. Apply Victoria Station 
Restaurant. 1418 S. Reynolds 
Rd„ Maumee or call 8930706 
between 12-5. Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 
Sales during summer. Earn $200 
400 commission per wk. Calling 
on qualified prospects in your 
home county. NW Ohio or Mich. 
Must have car. Call 882-3711, 
Frl., March 30. 95, ask for Mr. 
Durholt. 
M S F counselor positions open 
for Summer Residential Camp 
for Mentally Retarded Children. 
For Info call 1-S74-1777.  
Now hiring tor Spr. Qtr. lunches. 
Apply In person I 4pm. Roy 
Roger's     Restaurant.     300    E. 
Wooster. _____ 
PI. time morn or night waltors or 
waitresses.  Apply between 2-4. 
Corner Kitchen Clough * Main. 
FOR SALE 
Acoustic amplifier. 125 watts per 
channel with 3.12" speakers. Call 
Jeff at 352 7929. 
70 Suzuki 500. Back rest, high. 
way pegs. $400 or best offer. 352. 
6447  
2 F. pure Siberian Husk., S1S0. 
Puppy, $30. 353 3280 
74 Dasher In excell. cond. Retail 
$2375 sell SHOO. Air. 352-4897. 
New camera protector. List 
$625 00, Fast sell $300. 
'76 Nova Concours,  Flrethorn. 
22 options. Mutt be seen. $2800 
3522723 
1974 FORO VAN. Fully 
customized. AM-FM 8 track. 
39.000  ml.,  $3200.   Call 352-4595 
alters.  
Rare Peiomlam pup. F., 5 mo. 
old. Show quality, $150. Call 352- 
8236 aner 5pm.  
California    4Cln«    wattrBe* 
"complete floatation system". 
Frame, pedistil, a bench seat. 3 
sets of sheets. $250. Call 111-3095. 
JVC 1770 stereo cassette deck. 
Excell. cond. S220. Pair of 10" 
Electro-Voice speakers. Super 
cond, $100 352 4405 aller 5pm 
King Tempo Trombone, like 
new, excell. cond. 1300 or best 
offer. 372 6830.  
1 piranah. 1.5 yrt. old, 4 inches 
long. 813 or best otter 372.6130. 
FOR RENT  
2 bedrm. apt. to sublet. Summer 
1979. I2l'/i N. Prospect: turn., 
ac, sundeck, free washer 1 
dryer, close to campus, cheap. 
352 3217. (F.only.l 
4,5, or 9 folk. Homey. 244 N. 
Enterprse.    147.50 each    mo  No 
Joke. 352 5342 after 6pm.  
SUMMER .RENTAL ONLY: 
Furn. 5 rm. apt. avail. June 20- 
Aug. 31. Call eves, after 7:00 pm. 
3520309.  
House to sublease, June to Sept. 
2-3 responsible adults, pref. 
grads. 3 bedrm., 2 blocks from 
campus downtown.      114      S. 
Summit, 352 5503.  
Sublease turn, house for sum- 
mer. AC, excell location a 
condition. Reasonable price. 352- 
6464.  
Rockledge Manor Apts., 2 
bedrm., 2 full baths, luxury 
apts., now leasing summer & fall 
sessions. All utll. furn, except. 
elec   ISO 6th St. Ph. 352 3841 or 
669 3411.  
SPRING. SUMMER. PALL 
RENTAL: 3 lg.. tingle, turn, 
rms., with shared bathrm.; 1 lg, 
single, turn. rm. with private full 
bathrm.  Private parking.  Call 
eves 352 0309.  
NEWLOVE     APT.     SUMMER 
RENTALS. 
507 E. Merry a 124 Sixth St. All 
are 2 bedrm. furn., 8350 summer 
qtr  pluselec 
203 S. Church-duplex, 3 bedrm. 
unfurn.. 8450 summer qtr. plus 
gas a alec. 
801   Sixth   St.2   bedrm.   furn. 
house. $300 summer qtr. plus sll 
utll.   Call Newlove Realty, 352. 
5163.  
3 bedrm. furn. house. 720 tth St. 
Excell. cond. $230 mo. starting 
June 15. Call John Newlove Real 
Estate. 352 6553.  
For Summer: 521 E. Merry 
(near Otfenhauer Towers) 2 
Mm. furn. apt. AC. UN for 
entire summer. John Newlove 
Real Estate. 352-6553  
CAMPUS MANOR now renting 
for summer. Special rates. AC. 
Ph. 352-9302 or 352 7365. eves. 
Single room for M. student. Near 
Campus. Avail, now Spring Qtr. 
Ph. 352-7345. 
tsssmmm 
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Consequences of peace treaty 
may hinder Mideast situation 
WASHINGTON (AP)- The pact la 
signed, the prayers offered. But peace 
In the Middle East may be as 
precarious as ever. 
Egypt has come to terms with Israel. 
But practically all the other Arab 
countries are pulling further away from 
accepting the Jewish state. 
Some, like Libya and Iran, have 
never even hinted they were ready to 
live with Israel. 
JORDAN, SAUDI ARABIA and Syria 
were considered peace-loving and 
moderate by U.S. policy-makers. Only 
a few years ago, they were viewed as 
likely as Egypt to make peace. 
Not any more, although President 
Carter has not given up hope. He 
continues   to   woo   them,   and   the 
Palestinians, to Join the negotiations. 
"I welcome arid invite those who have 
so far held back-for whatever motive 
they might honor-to Join us," Carter 
ad-libbed at the celebration dinner 
Monday night at the White House. 
THE RESPONSE WAS further 
condemnation of Egypt and Israel and 
continuing terrorism by the Palestine 
Liberation Organization. 
More realistically, Carter 
acknowledged Sunday at a Natlosal 
Association of Broadcasters convention 
in Dallas that It may not be possible to 
reach an overall settlement In the 
Middle East during his presidency. 
In some six weeks, Egyptian and 
Israeli negotiators will be wrestling 
with the Palestinian problem. As 
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat 
reminded reporters here Tuesday, that 
is the crux and core of the Arab-Israeli 
conflict. 
SOLVING IT WOULD make the 16 
months of tedious treaty negotiations 
between the two countries seem like 
child's play by comparison. 
Jordan is still boycotting the talks. So 
are the Palestinians. 
Without their participation, any 
autonomy plan worked out by Egypt 
and Israel would be on shaky ground. 
The Palestinians are the people who 
would live under the plan. Jordan once 
controlled most of the land involved. 
Then there Is the monumental task of 
devising a plan within the one year set 
ss s gosl for completing the 
negotiations. 
Sadat wants the plan to set the stage 
for Palestinian statehood. 
AUTONOMY IS JUST the "first step 
on the road to self-determination and 
statehood," he declared at the White 
House dinner. 
There is some Inclination, especially 
In the euphoria over peace, not to take 
Sadat literally, to assume he is taking a 
hard-line on the Palestinian issue only 
to assuage Arab critics. But it is at least 
as logical to assume that Sadat means 
what he says. 
Egypt, Libya on military alert 
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Egypt and Libya have their armed forces on high alert 
and military analysts said yesterday that the slightest spark could trigger the 
second war in two years between the Arab neighbors. 
"Both states are armed to the teeth and in a high state of alert," said one 
source. "If one soldier fell on his face and fired his gun into the sand, it could 
trigger a shootout." 
Each state has sought information through intermediaries about the in- 
tentions of the other and neither Egypt nor Libya appears to desire a military 
confrontation, the source said. 
THE NEW ROUND of tension follows the signing of an Eygptian-Israeli 
peace treaty, which Libya has bitterly opposed. 
Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy is one of the hardline Arab opponents of 
the treaty and is leading radicals in demanding the most severe economic and 
political sanctions against Egyptian President Anwar Sadat. 
On Monday, Libya's mission to the United Nations circulated a statement 
accusing Egypt of intending to "set up the flames of war.'' 
SADAT TOLD REPORTERS In Washington on Wednesday that Libya would 
have to "bear the consequences" if it allowed a new round of fighting. 
Sadat said Egypt had no plans to launch a pre-emptive strike against Libya, 
as it did in July 1977. 
Reliable sources said that both sides have been moving artillery, tanks and 
men to the border area since Monday. 
IN EGYPT, the desert road between Cairo and the port city of Alexandria 
was closed for two days and the road between Alexandria and the Libyan 
border remains closed to civilian traffic. 
Convoys of trucks have been seen moving through the outskirts of the 
Egyptian capital, lending credence to Libyan claims that troops were being 
transferred from the Suez Canal area. Reserve officers have been called up and 
reportedly sent to the border. 
One factor that makes both sides relectant to fight is the group of 200,000 
Egyptians who work in oil-rich Libya, where wages are more than 10 times 
what they are in Egypt. And Libya needs the Egyptian doctors, engineers, 
teachers, and laborers to keep its economy going. 
Businessmen disagree 
Carter downs high prices, profits 
I WASHINGTON (AP)- President 
Carter and members of his ad- 
ministration criticized excessive prices 
and the profits that flow from them 
yesterday, but said increased profits 
are desirable on most occasions. 
The administration also decided to 
tighten a provision of its price 
guidelines to make it more difficult for 
businesses to automatically raise 
prices to offset higher costs. 
"We think we have been a little bit too 
fair" on prices, said Alfred Kahn, the 
administration's chief inflation ad- 
viser. Kahn abruptly walked out during 
an appearance before the National 
Association of Manufacturers after his 
remarks were criticized by the head of 
the business group, 
AND AT A WHITE HOUSE meeting 
with a group of business leaders, Carter 
made clear his own concern about 
profits that result from excessively 
high prices. 
Corporate profits were made an issue 
by the administration after profits 
increased 26.4 percent in the fourth 
quarter of 1978 over the same quarter of 
1977. It was in the fourth quarter that 
the administration's new anti-inflation 
program got underway. 
Carter said he has "no aversion as a 
businessman., .to high profits." 
BUT HE ADDED that "when those 
high profits are based on excessive 
prices, in an era of very high Inflation, 
then that's something we cannot 
voluntarily accommodate, and we're 
going to do everything we can within 
the bounds that we've established for 
ourselves to restrain those excessively 
high prices." 
The voluntary price guideline Is 
aimed at holding price increases to one- 
half of 1 percent less than the average 
price increases of the previous two 
years. 
"WE FEEL PUT UPON when you 
say the business community is not 
doing its part and labor is," he said. 
IN HIS SPEECH to the manufac- 
turers association, Kahn said remarks 
he made two weeks ago, in which he 
said the fourth quarter profits were a 
"catastrophe," had been taken out P* 
context. 
AP photo 
Bob Hall of Balmont, Mass. competed In his wheelchair earlier 
this weak In the 15-kilometer (9.3-mile) Mlnl-Marathon. along 
with an estimated 4,800 runners In Cincinnati. Tha event was 
sponsored by tha Local Heart Association. 
New criteria to select judges proposed 
COLUMBUS (AP)- The vice-chairman of the Ohio State Bar Association's 
Modern Courts Committee says merit selection of Judges would prevent 
unqualified persons from sitting on benches in the state's courtrooms. 
"The best judges we have in Ohio could be characterized as good, and the 
worst as bad," William W. Milligan told a House panel last week. "Under merit 
selection, the best would still be on the bench and the worst Judges would be 
gone." 
Milligan, a Columbus lawyer and a former U.S. District Attorney for the 
Southern District of Ohio, said the bar association and other groups are 
mounting an initiative petition campaign to place a constitutional amendment 
to change the current method of selecting Supreme Court Justices and appellate 
court Judges on the November ballot. 
THE GROUP SAYS the merit plan is a nonpartisan appointive-elective 
system designed to eliminate the "name-game" in Judicial elections. 
With the system, judges could be chosen on the basis of ability, integrity and 
experience rather than name recognition and partisan political considerations, 
the group says. 
The governor would have to select from three or more persons nominated by 
Judicial nominating commissions, which would be composed of members of 
both political parties and of both attorneys and non-attorneys. 
THE APPOINTED JUDGE would go before the public in the next general 
election to see if he or she should remain in office. If enough favorable votes are 
cast, the judge serves the remainder of the term. 
Then that judge, sad any appellate court judge. Supreme Court justice or the 
chief justice if the amendment is adopted, must file a "declaration of can- 
didacy" and face a merit retention election whenever another term in desired. 
Voters in such an election would not vote for or against the judge or Justice, 
but would be asked simply yes or no: should the judge be retained in office? 
Pentagon closes U.S. military bases 
Washington (AP)- The Defense Department, continuing a cost-cutting drive 
that has spanned the three administrations, proposed military base closings 
and consolidations yesterday aimed at saving $474 million a year. 
The Pentagon's latest base reduction package affects 157 installations 
nationwide and will-if carried out-result in the elimination of about 44,500 
civilian and military Jobs. 
The plan Involves closing, cutting back and consolidating operations at 
military bases, as well ss studies aimed at streamlining supply operations and 
transferring to civilian contractors some maintenance, repair, transportation 
and other support missions now handled by defense workers. 
THE NEW CUTBACKS would add to the Pentagon's claimed savings of 
nearly $5.6 billion in the reduction of more than 1,800 bases over the past 10 
years, including the administrations of Richard M. Nixon and Gerald R. Ford. 
Pentagon officials, besieged by members of Congress and state officials 
trying to influence base closing decisions, faced almost certain new pressures 
from those who lost. For example, backers of Fort Dix, N.J., whose recruit 
training center faces closure, are expected to continue fighting to keep it open. 
DEPUTY DEFENSE Secretary Charles W. Duncan Jr., who Listened to many 
delegations in recent weeks, said the Pentagon's actions "will make available 
vital and scarce resources., .to increase the combat readiness and effectiveness 
of our forces." 
Every state but Vermont is affected, with 36 states and the District of 
Columbia due to lose jobs and 13 states to gain them. 
At a briefing. Assistant Defense Secretary Robert Plrie said the starting 
times and duration of the base closings and reductions will vary from in- 
stallation to installation. 
IN GENERAL, he said, they should begin by this summer, and In some cases 
will be phased over as much ss two years. Pirie indicated new studies would 
take a year or more to complete. 
Florida stands to lose the most with a drop of 5,365 military and civilian 
positions while Missouri will be the biggest gainer with 722 additional Jobs. 
The planners will not decide on specific bases affected until completion of 
more studies. 
'80 Census to change number of state reps 
WASHINGTON (AP)- Come 
the 1980 census one year from this 
April, the federal government 
will start counting people. The 
result will launch a congressional 
sweepstakes. 
Some states, like New York, 
Ohio and Illinois, will be the 
losers. 
The reason is that they have 
lost population since the 1970 
census was taken. As a result, 
they are likely to be electing 
fewer representatives in the 
November 1982 congressional 
election. 
New York and Ohio will each 
lose two congressmen and Illinois 
will lose four, advance census 
estimates show. 
IF THE GOVERNMENT'S 1978 
estimates of population growth 
don't change, Michigan, Penn- 
sylvania and South Dakota will 
each lose one. 
The winners will be sunny 
states like California, Texas and 
Florida, where so many 
Americans have moved in the 
last decade that each state will 
pick up two more represen- 
tatives, 1978 estimates show. 
Each of these states has gained 
more than 1.5 million persons 
since 1970, averaging a gain of 
well over 200,000 persons per 
year. 
ARIZONA,    OREGON,   Ten- 
Utah  and  Washington 
each will gain one congressman, 
the same studies show. 
Donald E. Starsinic, a 
demographer who has chronicled 
America's growth for the last 22 
years, said people are leaving 
large industrial cities like New 
York and Chicago because costs 
of living and doing business are 
cheaper elsewhere. 
"They are expensive areas to 
live and invest in," said Star- 
sinic, whose official title is chief 
of the Census Bureau's state and 
national branch. 
"As plants become old, com- 
panies have to decide whether to 
renovate or to rebuild in an area 
where the" land and labor are 
cheaper," he said. 
WHAT IS HAPPENING, 
Starsinic said, is that many 
companies are moving to less 
populous areas, taking Jobs and 
people with them. 
After results of the 1980 census 
are in, the federal government 
win inform state legislatures 
whether individual counties in 
their states have gained or lost 
population. To account for the 
population shifts, State 
legislatures will redraw the lines 
that make up congressional 
districts. 
By 1960, each congressman win 
have about 510,000 people to 
represent, compared to 500,000 
people in 1978 and 465,000 in 1970. 
CRAZY 
GEORGE 
OF 
PAGLIAI'S 
Your 5* BGSU 
Meal Coupon 
Is Worth 
50* 
ANY SUNDAY AT 
PAGLIAI'S EAST 
TOWARDS THE 
PURCHASE OF 
ANY SIZE PIZZA! 
(Be sure to put your name and address on the back.) 
Pbglfars 
440 E. Court • 352-1596 
MON-SAT-11AM to 2AM; SUN. 4PM to MIDNIGHT 
FREE DELIVERY 
Also be sure to visit PAGLIAI'S SOUTH, 
945 S. Main, for spaghetti, lasagna and morel 
wmmmm 
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Tennis team in full swing 
by Ken Koppel 
tlalf reporter 
Well rested from their Florida ex- 
cursion, Bowling Green's men's tennis 
teem resumes play, taking their 
peeling tans to Wright State today and 
Eastern Kentucky Saturday. 
Falcon coach Bob Gill sees Wright 
State, a team BG has defeated by 9-fl 
scores the last two seasons, as a warm- 
up to Saturday's match. 
"Wright State has been down a little 
bit in the last couple of years," Gill 
said. "I look for Eastern Kentucky to be 
the tougher of the two. Unless Wright 
State has improved we could blow that 
match open very quickly." 
GILL FEELS that a little incentive 
will be present when the netters take on 
Eastern Kentucky. The Falcons have a 
previous mark of 2-3 versus the 
Colonels from Richmond, including a 6- 
3 victory last season. 
"We would love nothing more to even 
up the series," Gill said. "We have 
some incentive to even up our record 
against them." 
Gill, generally pleased with his 
team's 5-2 record in Florida competing 
with squads that he calls "comparable 
to what we will face during the season," 
is trying to compose some workable 
doubles combinations before the 
Falcons enter the nucleus of their 
season. 
Currently, Tom Olson has been 
teamed with Bud Vetter, Australian 
transfer Bob Ferguson will play with 
Brian Huffer and Steve Corey will 
alternate serves with Mike Zekas, 
undefeated in the earlv «oln«. 
"Singles is our strength right now," 
he said. 
And while Gill said he has liked what 
he has viewed of senior co-captain 
Huffer, he also mentioned the progress 
of Vetter, competing on the college 
circuit in his first year. He presently 
stands at 4-3. 
"I think he's facing the toughest 
problems right now," Gill said of the 6- 
1,165 pound rookie. "I told him all along 
it will be a learning process. He's 
learning quickly. He's a competitor. Ill 
be happy if he wins 16 or 17 matches." 
AS FOR THE REST of the squad, GUI 
makes no predictions but does think the 
Falcons will stay away from the Mid- 
American Conference (MAC) cellar. 
"I don't like to set too many goals," 
Gill said. "I think it (BG's final stan- 
ding) will be in the top five." 
Whether the netters can improve on 
their 21-7 overall mark and MAC third 
place finish of 6-3 one year ago, could 
very well be indicated at Eastern 
Kentucky, who are rumored to be 
without top player Steve Alger from 
Bermuda, ineligible due to insufficient 
course hours. 
Cox gets Indians' left field nod 
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP)- Cleveland 
Indians outfielder Ted Cox would like to 
believe that 1978 was Just a bad dream 
from which he finally is awakening. 
Cox, a third baseman, came to camp 
this spring as one of four non-regulars 
trying to win the left-field Job, the only 
wide open starting position on the club. 
Cox began the spring with a hot bat, 
continually improved in his outfield 
play despite being the slowest of the 
four candidates. He finally got the nod 
Wednesday from Indians Manager Jeff 
Torborg as the team's left-fielder. 
THE RANGY 24-year-old came to the 
Indians a year ago Friday as part of a 
trade that sent pitcher Dennis 
Eckersley to the Boston Red Sox. 
Cox, coming off a great minor league 
1977 season in Class AAA-in which he 
hit .334 with 14 homers and 81 runs 
batted in and was named player of the 
year in the International League-was 
considered a key in the six-player deal. 
NCAA outclasses pro 
If it was a football game the score would have been 0-0 with each team 
fumbling away the bell at the opposition's goal line. 
That characterized Monday night's NCAA basketball championship game 
between Michigan State and Indiana State. Whether attributed to championship 
game nerves or Just good defense, the fouls were frequent, the turnovers were 
numerous, but the action was constantly exciting. 
The championship game typified the entire NCAA basketball season this 
year. Excitement was the name of the game on the college circuit. Teams that 
were expected to run-away with the show were given an early vacation by some 
of the "Cinderella" teams that appeared on the scene this year. 
Teams like Duke, UCLA, Notre Dame and North Carolina were knocked off 
by some formerly unsuspecting squads like Perm, St. John's and eventual 
titalist MSU. 
EVERY YEAR a surprise team arises in college basketball. This year it was 
Penn, St. John's and DePaul. Last year it was Duke. 
The fact that any team has the capability of defeating the other, as shown in 
the Big 10 this year, is indicative of the balance and talent spread across the 
country. 
Dave 
Lewandowski 
assistant sports editor 
In a time when television weekends are flooded with Junk sporting shows, now 
that the football season is finished, college basketball is like an April rain-it 
cleans the air. Fabricated programs like "The World's Strongest Man Com- 
petition" and "The Superstars" Just aren't as entertaining as a college game, 
unless you like those stupid shows. 
Too bad professional basketball follows the same format and can't be as 
exciting as its college rival. College basketball outshines the National 
Basketball Association (NBA) in excitement, fan interest and all-around play. 
NBA telecasts on CBS are boring to the point that I was compelled to turn to 
those Junk programs or even more drastically to read my Sociology homework. 
THE QUALITY of the players in the NBA Is so good that they play for in- 
dividual attention and not for the good of the team. Being so talented, the style 
of play is structured, taking away from most of the errors and sometime 
sloppy play of college ball. But that type of play Is exciting. The most exciting 
part of the pro game I saw was a Julius Erving patented dunk. 
Fan interest has increased for the college basketball games, while NBA 
crowds are on the downswing. The once packed stands of the Boston Garden 
and New York's Madison Square Garden are now having trouble getting at- 
tendance above 9,000 which shows the demise of the sport from a viewer in- 
terest. 
Even a franchise move of the Buffalo Braves to San Diego because Buffalo 
was only drawing an average of 6,000 fans a game didn't work for either concern. 
San Diego has been averaging Just as many fans at the games as the Braves 
did and have a winning record, something Buffalo didn't. The Clippers needed a 
season ticket drive before the start of the season to equal the number of season 
ticket holders that Buffalo had. 
Also, college basketball offers a catharsis for the fan. You don't see any crazy 
fans running around with blue and white paint on their faces to support the 
Denver Nuggets. 
I doubt that this year's NBA championships will interest as many people as 
the NCAA post-season tournament did, with the exception of Brent Mussberger 
and Jimmy "The Greek" Snyder. 
EVEN THE television commentary for the NCAA tournament was better 
than the CBS crew's Job. Dick Enberg gave uncluttered play-by-play, and the 
verbal battles by outspoken, but knowledgeable Al McGuire and Billy Packer 
gave insight to the games. 
What it all boils down to is that poeple are tired of watching pro athletes, 
especially basketball, that make outrageous salaries, play for their own 
glorification, and are only really interested in the money. Sure it's nice to win 
an NBA title, but the added money you get from the championship could be Just 
as easily be made doing shaving commercials in the off-season. 
People are turning to college sports for their entertainment, especially 
basketball. The emotion, the drama, even the mistakes that college players 
make are enticing to the fans. With the large crowds behind them cheering their 
lungs out, how could a player not get excited for a game? With the sparce 
crowds attending NBA games, how could a player not want to be traded? 
The NBA has a lot of selling to do if It wants to get back into the race with the 
NCAA in viewer interest. Maybe Jimmy "The Greek" could lay odds on how far 
ahead the NCAA is over the NBA in viewer interest If he did, I'm sure he'd 
make them about 99-1. It would be one of the few times he went with a winner 
and was correct. 
However, 1978 turned out to be a cruel 
blow to the youngster's pride as he 
spent his first full major league season 
playing parttime in unfamiliar leftfield. 
Cox wound up hitting a disappointing 
.233, displaying virtually no power and 
playing in just 82 games. 
"It was a terrible season for me and I 
Just made up my mind I was going to 
get myself together In winter ball, come 
into this camp and hit," the soft-spoken 
Cox said. "I figured if I could hit the 
ball the way I know I can, then I would 
have a pretty good chance." 
COX LED the Dominican Republic 
winter league with a .320 average and 
was hitting .321 in the Cactus League 
through Wednesday. His 11 runs batted 
in are second only to first baseman 
Andre Thornton's 13. 
Torborg said the slow-footed Cox has 
won the starting Job in left by "working 
hard every day since he's been here. 
"He's hit the ball well and he's im- 
proved and progressed out in the field 
to the point that he's done a very good 
Job. This Arizona is the hardest place In 
the world to learn to play the outfield 
because of the high sky and the bright 
backgrounds." 
COX, STILL suffering from allergies 
which have caused him to miss some 
playing time this week, was enthused 
about Torborg's decision. 
"For me to hit, I have to play every 
day," he explained. "And when you 
play every day, you get more 
aggressive at the plate and that's when 
you get your extra base hits." 
As for his outfield play, Cox said, "I 
feel pretty comfortable out there now. 
For a week or so this spring, the other 
teams were beating up our pitching, 
getting 15 or 16 hits a game. I was 
getting a lot of practice In every con- 
ceiveable situation. 
"I have to work on charging the ball 
and my throwing is not as consistently 
strong as it's going to get, but I think I 
can do the Job." 
Ken Norton Is down for the count after a punch by Earnie 
Shavers In a title fight last Friday. 
AP photo 
Holmes from the hills 
LAS VEGAS-Because of the accident befalling Mr. Ken 
Norton the other night in a cozy little edifice called the 
Hilton Pavilion, the heavyweight picture on earth 
becomes eminently clear. 
First, Larry Holmes is recognized as champion of the 
World Boxing Council, with headquarters in Mexico City. 
Then Muhammad All is accepted as champion of the 
World Boxing Association, with headquarters in Caracas. 
Both bodies, you can see, are close to a lot of oil. 
Melvin 
Durslag 
THE WBA HAD warned Ali that he must defend his title 
by September against the contender rated first, Norton, 
except that Norton all but required paramedics after only 
a minute, two seconds against Earnie Shavers. 
The WBC had determined that the winner of the Norton- 
Shavers fight would meet the winner of the Larry Holmes- 
Osvaldo Ocasio fight, except that if Ali doesn't fight by 
September, and if the WBA decides to declare Shavers 
champion of its august body, there would be no point in 
Shavers fighting Holmes and running the risk of a quick 
dethronement. 
SO, YOU CAN see, adjudication of this matter is simple, 
and it should be resolved no later than the golden an- 
niversary of Jimmy Connors and Us bride from Playboy. 
Meantime, it is pretty evident to anyone who can 
distinguish a left Jab from a hole punch that Larry Holmes 
is the planet's best heavyweight today. You didn't reach 
this conclusion merely watching him do a number on 
Senor Ocasio, a fighter with little seasoning, but watching 
him generally accelerate over the last two years. 
Holmes has the height and the reach of Ali. And he also 
has the legs and the endurance Ali used to have. He Isn't 
as cunning on defense as the Muhammad of a while back, 
nor does he pop his left as quickly. 
But he punches harder and he seems to be gathering 
confidence, and he would appear superior to Shavers, 
whom he already has beaten. 
NOW THE winner of all 30 of his professional 
engagements, Holmes rolled out of Easton, Pa., where he 
retired from school in the seventh grade to contribute 
revenue to a family of 12 children. He beat the academic 
retirement by a year of Lee Trevino, whose family lived 
near a pond employed by wild ducks as a friendly oasis. 
Lee's Job was to shoot the ducks, which happened to be in 
season all 12 months among the hungry sportsmen in 
Lee's neighborhood. 
Entertained years later by the King of Morocco, Lee 
was asked if he liked wild game. 
"Oh, yes, your highness," he responded, "my family 
served it all the time.'' 
THE LAS VEGAS Hilton and ABC enriched him $1.5 
million, which is even more than Sinatra earns, and it's 
safe to assume that Larry is standing on the doorsill of 
some heavy cabbage. 
It also is a safe assumption that we can bid bon voyage 
to Norton, who is hardly to be commended for the pratfall 
he took against Shavers. It wasn't a case of catching a big 
punch. Norton didn't seem ready to fight, slightly peculiar 
for one receiving $750,000 for that function. 
The feeling grows he is more consumed at this point 
with the theater arts than with the untidy business of prize 
fighting. On the strength of what he showed, he may as 
well call his agent and tell him to look for parts. 
He also should tell him to look for something for Ali, 
whose chance against Holmes today would be all but non- 
existent. 
UNMISTAKABLY, after 12 years, those who follow the 
sweet science must begin to think of a boxing world 
without Muhammad. He clings to the title as a last vestige 
of his reign, but, in the year they brought down the shah, 
he must Join him in exile. 
He must, that is, unless he can perpetrate another 
stroke against the WBA and get away with a third fight 
with Leon Spinks. The first thing he would have to do is 
find Leon, hoping the highway patrol is as successful as it 
has been in the past. 
But Muhammad, ostensibly, is finished. Society must 
pipe aboard the gentleman from Easton, the only un- 
defeated Holmes since Sherlock. 
Melvin Durslag is a syndicated columnist. 
Lasorda thinks LA can win again 
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Call off the 
season. Tom Lasorda has spoken. Er, 
make that Tom Lasorda is speaking, 
for the manager of the two-time 
National League champion Los Angeles 
Dodgers rarely stops. 
"We're looking forward to bringing 
Los Angeles another National League 
pennant, but we're also going to bring 
home a world championship," Lasorda 
promises. 
First, the Dodgers must win the NL 
West. Tell the readers why that's a 
foregone conclusion, Tommy: 
"OUR STARTING lineup looks to be 
an exact duplicate of 1978. Our infield 
shapes up as first baseman Steve 
Garvey, second baseman Davey Lopes, 
shortstop Bill Russell and third 
baseman Ron Cey. Our outfield looks to 
be composed of Reggie Smith RF, 
Dusty Baker LF and Rick Monday CF. 
Our catching will be handled by Steve 
Yeager, Joe Ferguson and Johnny 
Oates. 
"Our pitching staff will find our 
starting corps of Don Sutton, Burt 
Hooton, Doug Ran, Rick Rhoden and 
Bob Welch. Terry Forster had an 
outstanding season for us last year and 
we look for him to have another super 
year out of the bullpen in 1979." 
But things began to turn sour when 
Forster had to go on the disabled list 
after elbow surgery following the 1978 
season and Lasorda blissfully ignores 
the loss of 17-game winner Tommy 
John and valuable utility men Lee Lacy 
and Bill North. He hopes to replace 
them with veteran pitcher Andy 
Messersmlth and trade acquisitions 
Derrel Thomas and Gary Thomasson. 
JOHN MCNAMARA, Cincinnati's 
new manager, says he knows "there 
are some problems that have to be 
solved. If there were no problems, I 
wouldn't be here," meaning Sparky 
Anderson would not have been fired. 
The Reds seem solid on paper, except 
for pitching and third base, where Pete 
Rose settled his salary squabble by 
accepting $3.2 million from the 
Philadelphia Phillies. His likely suc- 
cessor will be Rsy Knight, if 
McNamara wants a glove, and Harry 
Spilman, if a bat is desired. 
Elsewhere, Johnny Bench Is the 
catcher, with Dan Driessen at first 
base, Joe Morgan at second, Dave 
Conception at short and George Foster, 
Cesar Geronimo and Ken Griffey in the 
outfield. 
Tom Seaver is the backbone of the 
pitching staff, but BUI Bonham Is 
coming off elbow surgery, Fred Nor- 
man is 36 and Paul Moskau, Tom Hume 
and Mike LaCoss have yet to prove they 
can be consistent winners in the 
majors. Behind them, Doug Bair is one 
of baseball's best relievers. 
"Pitching is our No.l priority," says 
McNamara. "There is ability here. We 
definitely have some strong young 
arms to work with." 
Former Indian slugger Easter killed 
EUCLID, Ohio (AP)- Onetime 
Cleveland Indians slugger Luscious 
"Luke" Easter was shot to death 
Thursday by two gunmen while 
carrying about $40,000 from cashing 
payroll checks, Euclid police said. 
Detective Joseph Urbanick said 
Easter, who had stopped at the bank to 
cash the checks as a favor to fellow 
workers, was carrying the money in a 
couple of shopping bags. 
Police said Easter was hit Just above 
the heart, apparently by a charge from 
a shotgun, as be left the Cleveland 
Trust Co. branch office. 
Two men, ages 31 and 33, wart 
arrested after a chase and gun battle 
with Cleveland police a few miles away, 
and the money was recovered, Capt. 
Henry Wilker said. He said the robbers 
also were armed with .38-caliber 
handguns. 
CLEVELAND POLICE said they 
expected to fUe charges before 
releasing the two to Euclid police. 
Homicide Detective Don Ferris said no 
one was wounded in the shootout but 
"one bullet went through the window of 
car 622, right between the two officers." 
A spokesman at TRW Inc., where 
Easter was a steward in the Aircraft 
Workers Alliance, an independent 
union, said Easter had gone to the bank 
to cash payroll checks for fellow 
workers. 
The 6-foot-4 Easter, who was one of 
the first blacks to break into the major 
leagues, set a Cleveland Indians' club 
record in I960 for the longest home run 
ever hit in Municipal Stadium-477 feet 
The Jovial giant also left a legacy of 
anecdotes. No one was ever sure of his 
age. In 1(64, when he was still active as 
a player-coach for the Rochester Red 
Wings, Easter told The Associated 
Press he was 53. 
HE SAID be started playing baseball 
in 1933 with the St. Louis Giants. He 
later played with the Cincinnati 
Crescents and was with San Diego in 
1949, when the Indians brought him up 
to the majors after seeing him hit 25 
homers In two months. He played first 
base for Cleveland untU 1954. 
TRW, where he had worked for 11 
years, said be gave his birth date as 
Aug. 4, 1915. Cleveland Plan Dealer 
Sports Editor Hal Lebovitz recalled 
seeing Easter in action in a card game 
when pitcher Early Wyim discovered a 
player dealing from the bottom of the 
deck. 
Wynn and other players were going to 
deal harshly with the "stranger," but 
Easter told them to let him handle it, 
saying, "If you hit this guy you could 
get in trouble," Lebovitx recalled. 
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UAO director c 
Jim   Stofan,   director  of   prograrrr,ir.r,   ,--    ,-.a   Union 
Activities Organization (UAO), has resignec hif -.sot 
April 1. REVUE talked to Stofan about ,;! - 
reasons for leaving the University. 
Q: Where are you going from here, Jim, and \ -^ will 
new position be? 
A: I'm moving to California State Universi - 
where   my   title   will   be   "Program   Coo .. 
Development." I'll be working with the Un  91". 
which has a beautiful three-year-old building, S'i' 
Exploratorium--an art gallery, the Union Station      feel 
and Boiler Room pub, the Crafts Center, the Ou :.;ftr, 
and a few other activities areas. I'll also be wi...        v  ; 
several commissions of the student government, so. 
tee ,>pga   4. 
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'Catfish' Myers 
Driving by night, scribing by day 
by Jim Flick 
The driver who delivered your last pizza may be the next 
bright light of Broadway. 
M. Ricnard Myers III—as he signs his manuscripts-finished 
his first full-length musical, "Song and Dance," late last 
summer. Sunday, he's moving from Bowling Green to New 
York City to find out if it will be produced professionally and 
to further his career as a playwright. 
"I have to be in New York City this summer to be aware of 
Broadway and make sure it's aware of me," he said. 
At first, Myers will work as a clerk. "It'll keep me there so I 
can go around and see the shows," he explained. "I'll learn 
from the mistakes others are making on stage. Broadway is 
too eypensivo to learn from your own mistakes." 
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Jim Stolan talked about his plans, University Union 
programing, and the local rock concert scene as he 
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Jim Flick talked to local playwright M Richard 
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Tom Florian offers his 
observations on one of 
very few noteworthy 
recordings released 
during this slow season, 
"Jefferson Starship 
Gold." Page three. 
"Richard Pryor, Live In 
Concert," which opens In 
Bowling Green tonight, 
may offend you. But It's 
supposed to. Page six. 
Pamela R. Roberts looks 
at Richard Bach's long- 
awaited sequel to 
"Jonathon Livingston 
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literature page, page six. 
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Intricacies of a new field of scholarly study, 
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WATCH FOR 
An 
Exhibit 
of 
Ohio Black Artists 
Afashie 
THE McFALL CENTER GALLERY 
OPENING THURSDAY NIGHT 
APRIL 5TH FROM 7:00 TO 11:00 
Weekend 
with Jim  Hick 
I didn't go to Florida. I went home to 
work. 
Or sol told my mom. 
Dragging my typewriter, a ream of 
paper and a pile of notes behind me, I 
sequestered myself In my sister's 
bedroom (my old room is now Dad's 
office) during the day, while she was in 
school. 
What I really wanted was her color TV. 
It didn't take me long to tire of daytime 
soap operas and game shows, however. 
In desperation, I turned to the most 
effective form of TV programming: 
Commercials. 
I sat in front of the set for hours, 
flicking around the dial for commercials. 
I found many memorable, for a variety of 
reasons. 
The most tasteless ad or TV today is 
the one for Accu-Tesl. » home pregnancy 
teat. Soft music,diffused lighting and a 
pretty but domestic-looking woman 
talking on the telephone: "Honey, I have 
wonderful news..." 
The soft voice-over announcing that 
Accu-Test must be checked by a doctor 
ruins the mood, however. 
Accu-Test is only the most tasteless in 
the tasteless genre of women's products 
commercials. How many men have been 
sent out of the room by their mothers and 
wives while lovely models and famous 
actresses extoll the virtues of douches 
and tampons. 
The most extravagant women's aid is 
the new Tender-Tweez by Clairol: An 
electric eyebrow-piucker for women both 
vain and fumbled-f ingered. 
The women's commercial I get the 
biggest kick out of Is this one: A slim, 
curvaceous model walks by with her 
underwear bunched up under her clothes. 
A voice asks, "Does your underwear ruin 
your smooth look? Try the new Body- 
Briefer by Playtex." 
Daytime commercials are largely 
aimed at ttte working housrwife and the 
American Ideal of home cleanliness. &.s 
Spic   &   Span's   new   ad   reminds   us, 
"Americans love to go barefoot, ba-a-a- 
arefoot" on the kitchen floor. 
Where would the American IpuMwIlt 
be without the perfect • up ol Coffee- 
Cora is still pushingMiiAwei I louat, while 
Folger's is "flaked tore.u.n ila»or " 
Or do they mean flaky'' 
As dinnertime approaches, the ad-men 
try to peddle every variety of food. 
There's that chipmunk-cheeked girl who 
drools over Arby's roast beef sandwiches 
and the high school cheerleaders who, 
too Impatient to wait for a deliveryman, 
eat Chef Boyardee's "Pizzas In a Skillet." 
Soft drink commercials are still big. 
Pepsi Is for beautiful people and Coke 
adds life, but my favorite Is the Dr. 
Pepper commercial. Some Italian kid 
sings "I drink Dr. Pepper and I'm proud" 
while dancing down the-street with his 
neighbors. . 
At least this commercial earned the kid 
a short-lived TV series, If anyone 
remembers. 
For restless people, United Airlines 
boasts the most non-stop flights to Los 
Angeles. If you need luggage, wait till the 
Pittsburgh Steelers are through tackling 
the Samsonile. 
Then take It and go somewhere where 
they don't have commercial TV. 
The REVUE invites its 
readers to submit their reac- 
tions and opinions concerning 
our coverage of the arts and 
entertainments in northern 
Ohio. Items for inclusion in 
"Weekend plus," our calender 
of events, are also welcome. 
Call 372-2003 or write The BG 
News REVUE, 106 University 
Hall. 
Spring & Summer 
Footwear 
in Now 
Clogs - Shoes - Sandles 
_ from     ^ 
•Bass •Connie 
•Bare-trap •Frye 
flikFs bootery 
1616E. WoosterSt. 
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EXTRA! 
Disco foot 
Disco (ever has ignited a new phenomenon: the 
painful combination ol sprains, fractures, minor 
bursitis and excessive fatigue collectivly known as 
"disco foot." According to' Dr. Joseph D'Amico, 
chairman of the Division of Orthopedic Sciences at 
the New York College of Podiatrlc Medicine, there 
are three major causes of disco foot; slippery dance 
floors, bizarre footwear such as platform shoes and 
stiletto heels, and a simple lack of preparation. 
Disco dancing is a maximum stress situation, Dr. 
D'Amico says in Us magazine, and shouldn't be 
done without warm-up exercises. 
-Us magazine 
Top films 
The top films of last week, based on box offii.t 
sales, are: 1) Superman. 2) The Warriors. 3)Hard- 
core 4) The Late Great Planet Earth. 5) Ice Castles 
6) The Brink's Job. 7) The Great Train Robbery. 8) 
North Avenue Irregulars. 9) Same Time, Next Year. 
10) California Suite. 
-Us Magazine 
'Quintet' rapped 
Robert Altman's new film, "Quintet," is a dazzling 
display of visual Invention and may be worth seeing 
just for that, but the underlying story Is confusing 
and shallow by turns. Paul Newman stars as one of 
the players of a bizarre game of life and death, set in 
a future world locked In a new Ice Age. 
-Us magazine 
Vaughan, Basie perform 
A rare treat Is- In store when Sarah Vaughan and 
Count Basie appear together at Detroit's Music Hall 
Center. These two modern music immortals will 
perform daily April 3 through 8. Tickets range from 
$4.50 to $12.50 and are available at the Music Hall 
box office, 350 Madison Avenue, or by calling 963- 
7680. 
TV turkeys 
The lowest rated TV shows of last week include: 
55) Kaza ■*£) Brothers and Sisters. 57) What's 
Happening. 58) Turnabout. 59) Married: The First 
Year. 60) Sweepstakes. 61) Makln' It. 62) Weekend. 
63) Mideast: Carter Gamble. 04) CBS Reports. 65) 
Little Women. 
-Us magazine 
Meet the old-timers 
The longest-running TV shows still on the air are: 
1) Meet the Press—since Nov. 20,1947. 2) Search for 
Tomorrow-Sept. 3, 1951. 3) Love of Life-Sept. 9, 
1951. 4) The Today Show-Jan. 14, 1952. 5) The 
Guiding Light-June 30,1952.6) The Tonight Show- 
Sept. 27, 1964. 7) Walt Disney's Wonderful World of 
Color-Oct. 27. 1954. 8) Captain Kangaroo-Oct. 3, 
1955. 9) As the World Turns-April 2,1956. 10) Edge 
of Night-April 2,1956. 
-Us magazine 
'Gold' hints at Starship split 
Review by 
Tom Florlan 
As rumors persist 
concerning the possible 
departure of Grace Slick, 
the future of the Jefferson 
Starship becomes hazy. 
Stormy relationships 
within the group have 
prevented the release of 
any fresh material in the 
last year. Sensing the 
nightmare of a possible 
band split-up, RCA 
records has released 
"Jefferson Starship 
Gold," a satisfying 
collection of the group's 
greatest hits. 
"JEFFERSON 
STARSHIP GOLD" 
consists of selected tunes 
from their previous four 
releases, "Earth," 
"Spitfire," "Red Octopus" 
and "Dragon Fly." In 
addition to these, their 
most recent recording, 
"Light the Sky on Fire," Is 
packaged Inside the 
album as a 45 rpm single. 
'Dragon Fly," the 
band's 1974 effort, is the 
only JS release In which 
Slick has virtually total 
control of vocals. But 
Ironically, and possibly 
foreshadowing the true 
direction of the band, she 
does not sing lead vocal 
on the two most popular 
tunes selected from this 
album. 
One of these is the 
ferocious "Ride the 
Tiger." Its savage style 
recalls the old Jefferson 
Airplane, and has been 
tamed by Balin on 
subsequent releases. 
"Ride the Tiger" Is the 
only number on "Gold" 
sung by guitarist Paul 
Kantner. 
SINCE BALIN did not 
join the Starship full-time 
until their second album, 
his sole contribution to 
"Dragon Fly" is the 
passionate "Caroline." 
The group has since 
largely abandoned Its 
radical politics and its 
rock and roll roots and 
remolded itself around 
Balin's romantic ballads. 
"Red Octopus," 
released In 1975, was the 
Starship's first number 
one and platinum album. 
With the emergence of 
Balin as a songwriter and 
vocalist, the 'Ship soared 
to the top of the charts. 
Balin's and Slick's 
delicate harmonies jell 
beautifully In "Miracles," 
while Slick's rowdy "Fast 
Buck Freddie" and 
soothing "Ray on Love" 
complete side one. 
By now an established 
rock force In their own 
right,     the    Jefferson 
Starship continued their 
assault on the charts with 
their successful 1976 
release "Spitfire," which 
was certified platinum 
upon shipment. Balin 
offers the sensual "With 
Your Love," while Grace 
contributes a touching 
rendition of the spiritual 
"St. Charles." 
I^N 
superstardom. 
Reviewing the 
outstanding productions 
of the past stirs the hope 
that the Starship will get 
back on course and 
continue their journey 
through rock 'n' roll. 
Music 
THE BAND'S most 
recent hit, "Runaway," is 
pulled from their latest 
release "Earth." Together 
with Balin's lyrical "Count 
on Me," and "Love Too 
Good," the "Earth" LP has 
rocketed the Starship Into 
The best tunes from the Jefferson Starship's last 
four alburns, "Dragon Fly," "Red Octopus," " 
Spitfire," and "Earth" have bean collected on 
"Jefferson Starship Gold," recently released by RCA 
Records. 
TOURNAMENT! 
GRAND PRIZE! 
Free weekend in the Poconos 
or Boston ! 
Bentley's at the Holiday Inn of Bowling Green announces its 
FIRST SPRING QUARTER 
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT 
Open   to   onyone    18 
year* or older. 
' OHkiOl       tournoment 
time Monday night*. 
1
 Registration foe $3 (ono time only charge). Duo 
before April 1', 1979 Fill in coupon bolow ond moil 
or bring il with rogistrotion foe to Bentley's ot tho 
Holiday Inn of Bowling Green. 
Limited to the lint 100 entrants. 
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Jim Stofan from page one 
Multi-Media Commission, the 
Program and Entertainment Commission, the 
Rallies and Homecoming Commission, and the 
Child Care Center Advisory Committee, among 
others. 
U! How will the new position differ from your 
position here? 
Al In several ways. First, the majority of what they 
do has an educational connotation to It. They 
provide entertainment, yes, but that's not the major 
thrust of the program. There are no large-scale rock 
concerts, for example. Instead the arts and crafts 
center, the art gallery, and student development 
projects are emphasized. They offer a different 
perspective of what student union programming Is 
all about. Ours doesn't offer the three areas I lust 
mentioned, for instance. 
Q: Are there any other differences that help make 
your upcoming position more attractive than your 
present one? 
AI Yes, I feel there's an opportunity to move up In 
the administrative structure there. Here UAO Is not a 
part of Student Aftalrs, and there's little chance of 
advancing from Union programming into higher 
administration in the area of Student Affairs. 
QlThe BG NEWS article announcing your 
resignation implied that unhappiness with ad- 
ministrative support of rock concert programming 
might have affected your decision to leave Bowling 
Green. 
Al Well, the NEWS didn't quite get the story 
straight, but there is a total lack ol sensitivity, 
understanding, and respect for UAO, for me, and lor 
the need for this type of programming here. 
Where was the NEWS in error? 
Jim Stofan, whose last day as UAO* director of 
programming Is today, pondered the many 
t—dachas of concert production and promotion 
during preparations for last fairs Chicago concert. 
Q: 
A!Regarding our access to the Anderson Hall 
dressing room, and the renovations to it last year. 
No one told us that the athletic department was 
renovating It, but after the renovations were com- 
pleted they said the carpet had been replaced 
because it had been burned the night of the Bob 
Seger concert in spring of 1977. We went to the 
promotor then, and the promoter paid for the carpet. 
It was later on, just three days before the Harry 
Chapin concert, that we were told we couldn't use 
the dressing room because of the burns and 
because they didn't like food In the area. Harry 
Chapin had to dress in the equipment room that 
night, and it's just a hole. Meanwhile, It turned out 
that Coach Weinert wanted to throw a pizza party in 
the dressing room the same night. 
"If the University doesn't 
want us to do concerts, okay, 
tell us not to do concerts. If 
they want to have concerts, 
then for heaven's sake, let 
us do them in the most 
professional manner 
possible."  
QlHave you had any other problems In staging 
concerts? 
AlOh, yes. Our access to Anderson Arena itself Is 
very limited, and I wasn't even Invited to the meeting 
In which procedures and priorities for assignment of 
gymnasium facilities were established. And If you 
look at the final document listing those priorities, 
you'll see that only unspecified "Other Activities" is 
listed below UAO events. Also, we're not allowed 
inside the Arena on class days to set up the stage, 
sound and lights, and so on until after 3 p.m. It's 
Impossible to set up for a concert In that time. It 
can't be done. We often get In the night before to be 
In preparation, but it's still a very difficult situation. 
Finally, Campus Safety and Security refuses to 
enforce University policy for alcoholic beverage 
violations at special events through checking at 
entrances. If there is no strong, visible security 
backing, the problems only multiply. 
QI You paint a very depressing picture. 
AI It '8. UAO is held responsible for security 
problems, but Campus Safety and Security refuses 
to enforce University policies. UAO Is embarrassed 
when there are production problems, but the Health 
and Physical Education Faculty doesn't want to 
cooperate. We're embarrassed when we have to put 
our artists in a hole when the Athletic Department 
won't let us use a beautiful dressing room. If the 
University doesn't want us to do concerts, okay, tell 
us not to do concerts. If they want to have concerts, 
then for heaven's sake, let us do them In the most 
£rofessJcj^jjnajU)er_poeslble. 
'Catfish' Myers 
Besides clerking and going to plays, Myers 
will probably participate In BMI's Musical 
Theater Workshop, a workshop that boasts 
as graduates the authors of "A Chorus Line" 
and "You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown." 
Myers Is in final consideration for the 
workshop, and feels confident because he's 
been handed a schedule for the workshop 
and shown where It will meet. This is a strong 
indication he'll be one of the 15 accepted, 
Myers believes. 
Since young writers should write as much 
as possible, Myers has applied for yet 
another workshop. "The Yale Graduate 
Playwrltlng workshop has been very positive 
and supportive," he said. "They're Interested 
in me because I would expand their workshop 
Into musical theater, while now it's lust 
concerned with straight drama." 
While Myers has gotten as far as he has 
largely on the strength of his own talent, 
drive and determination, he's also had help 
from legendary Broadway playwright Stephen 
Sondhelm. 
Sondhelm, considered by many to be the 
last great living Broadway lyricist, Is beat- ■ 
known for "West Side Story," "Gypsy" and 
"Mame." 
Myers saw Sondhelm on a TV talk show at 
a time when he was beginning to think about 
playwrltlng as a profession. While in high 
school In Lima, he'd written a one-act play 
which had been produced by a theater 
workshop at Rosary College In Indiana, but 
did little writing until the summer of 1974, 
when he enrolled at the University In a 
graduate fiction workshop taught by Dr. 
Phillip O'Connor. 
"One day O'Connor pulled me Into his 
office and said I couldn't write fiction or 
poetry, so I'd better find something else to 
write," Myers recalled. "I discovered I was 
Into writing songs and kept coming back to 
theater, but didn't like being an actor." 
So Myers dropped out of school and 
started writing, until he saw Sondhelm on 
TV. Thinking that this was the man In whoae 
footsteps  he would like to follow, Myers 
wrote Sondhelm with an idea for a play. To 
his surprise, the playwright replied. A regular 
corresponds ice evolved, a correspondence 
that helped r (-direct Myers' life. 
When hi began corresponding with 
Sondhelm, Myers was playing In cof- 
feehouses a id bars around Bowling Green, 
making little money. 
He was so broke, In fact, that he lived 
largely by sponging meals from friends. One 
friend liken Bd Myers' sponging to the 
scavenging of a catfish, and his thick 
mustache to the whiskers of a catfish, and 
dubbed him' Catfish." 
"Sondheim told me, 
'You're all right. You 
don't have all the ideas 
down yet, but you're all 
right.'"       .»—u 
The nickname stuck, even after the newly- 
christened "Cktflsh" Myers re-enrolled at the 
University at Jondheim's advice. "Sondheim 
wrote that it i rould be handy to learn how to 
compose music If I was going to write 
musicals," Catfish chuckled. Until then, he'd 
been able to play Instruments but couldn't 
write music. 
Catfish also learned playwrltlng In a 
workshop taught by the University's 
playwrlght-in-residence, Dr. John Scott. "He 
told me not to listen to anyone, to just do It. 
And he's right," he said. 
With encouragement from Sondheim, 
Catfish did It. He wrote his first full-length 
musical, then he re-wrote It eight times. 
In the meantime, he finally met Sondhelm. 
Catfish traveled to New York City In August 
1977 to return a script of Sondhelm's "Pacific 
Working at Plsanello's, 
"Catfish" Myers tosses 
the dough lor the pizzas 
ha will later deliver. 
Myers, a        lormer 
University student, will 
give up this carefree 
exlstanca Sunday whan 
ha moves to Naw York 
City to pursua his 
promising caraar as a 
playwright. Myers has 
already completed his 
first musical, "Song and 
Danes," and It la now 
being read by Broadway 
producer Harold Prince. 
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/eled to New York City In August 
irn a script of Sondhelm's "Pacific 
Overtures," after he had helped produce the 
show at Lima's Community Theater. 
Catfish visited the famed playwright In his 
Manhattan apartment, where he "got drunk 
on Scotch, but mostly conversation" during a 
two-and-a-half-hour stay. Eventually, he 
walked away with Sondhelm's praise. 
"He told me, 'You're all right. You don't 
have all the ideas down yet, but you're all 
right,'" Catfish smiled. 
Besides giving him positive feedback, 
Sondhelm arranged for Catfish to show his 
play to Harold Prince, the dean of Broadway 
producers and often Sondhelm's own 
producer. 
"1 showed Prince an outline last March, 
and he asked me to send him a tape of the 
show when I finished," Catfish said. 
Late last summer, Catfish recruited a cast, 
taped the final draft of "Song and Dance" and 
sent a copy to Prince. 
"Waiting for Prince's decision was like 
walking around with my pants down, hoping 
no one would notice," Myers laughed, 
tugging at his mustache. But after months of 
waiting, Myers received word that Prince 
nevecteceived the tape. It had apparently 
been lost In the mall. 
That was only a temporary set-back, 
however. Last month, Sondhelm Invited 
Catfish to the gala Broadway premiere of 
"Sweeney Todd," the lastest Sondheim- 
written, Prince-produced show. 
"I met with Prince and Sondhelm 
backstage after the show," Catfish grinned. 
"Prince is reading the ahow now." He'll get 
Prince's reply personally after he moves to 
New York City. 
While waiting for Prince's decision, Catfish 
started another play, tentatively titled "There 
Was A Time," which he hopes to finish In ths 
coming year. 
Because unpublished playscrlpts don't pay 
the rent, Cattish has been working as a driver 
lor Plsanello's by night, and writing only by 
day. 
He's giving up his promising career as a 
pizza dellveryman Sunday, when he leaves lor 
Manhattan and the bright lights ol Broadway. 
Ill     J - 1 Weel Kena 
Sad Cat* 
J31US 
"Th* Deer Hunter" jisi^ Sat., Stage 51, Woodvllle Rd. (2 
miles east of Woodvllle Mall) 
Showcase Cinema: 1:30a 8p.m. 
■ Tickets: $4.50in advance, S5.50 "Tha Exorcist" 
Bowling Green day of show. Colony Theater   7:2019:30p.m. 
Bent ley's Lounge. Holiday Inn, Elsewhere "Hair" 
ISSOE.Wooster 
Tom Scott Trio (dinner music) Franklin Park Cinema   1:1$, Judy Collins 7-IS49:30p m 
9p.m. to 1 a.m.. Monday, Hill Auditorium, Ann 
Frl.. Sat., Tu*s.,W*d. Arbor, Michigan "Hardcora" 
no cover Tickets: no information 
available 
SouthwyckS: 0:154 8:15p.m. 
Dixie Electric Co.. 2541 Dixie 
Hwy. 
dlico 
"Norma Re*" 
Gary Lewis and the Playboys Franklin Park Cinema: 1:25, 
Tues.. The Pirates Cove (In the 7:3549:45 
1:30p.m. tola.m, Frl.Wad. Flats). Cleveland 
cover: varies (SO cents to $2) 
Soeclals- Sun    College ID Night, 
Tickets: Available alall 
Cleveland area Levltation 
"The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show" Tun    M»  and Match Night, 
Wed    Greek Night. Thurs...Two 
Stores. The Westwood: midnight Frl. 4 
Sat. 
tor One Night. Roxy Music and the Atlantles 
Wed., Ihe Coliseum. Cleveland "Same Time, Next Year" 
Some Other Place, HO N Main Tickets; V 50 advance, I) SO day Showcase Cinema: 1:20,7:254 
Together (rock and roll) ot show. All seats reserved. 9:40p.m. 
• :30p.m. to 2 a.m.. Fri. Sun. 
Spank (rock and roll) 
-Xi "Superman" 
1:30 p.m. to 2 a.m., Mon. Wed ^ms Showcase Cinema: 1:15.7:104 COV*r:S1.50    «to9:30p.m. SI ^*f 9:45p.m. 9:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. ^sf^ 
UAO Disco. Side Door, union 
disco 
Bowling Green ] «L 
9p.m. to 1 a.m. Sat. "Close Encounters of the Third 1 \5r- 
cover: SO cents KM" SL) 
Main Auditorium. 7 19 Np.m. 
The Eastman Trio Frl. & Sat. "Hutflc'WBurt Reynolds) 
3p.m. Sun.. Recital Hall, College ~*tt.»p.m.:ch,H 
ot Musical Arts "Th* Great Train Robbery" 
tree Stadium Cinema 11:7:3019:30 "Bob and Ray 4 Jane, Laralne 
and Gilda" (Curtin. Newman 
Trombone Ensemble "Halloween" and Radnor) 
• p.m.Sun., Recital Hall, Collage ClaZel: 7:3019 30pm Sat. 11:30p.m.: ch.4.13 
ot Musical Arts 
tree Hitchcock Special: "Psychoand "Richard II" 
Freniy" Sun. 2 p.m.: ch. 57 
Burton Turetskl-bass recital Stadium Cinema 1: midnight. 
8 p.m. Mon., Recital Hall, Colege Frl. a Sat. "The Lion, the Witch and the 
ol Musical Arts Wardrobe" (C.S. Lewis) 
tree "Richard Pryor Filmed Live In 
Concert" 
Sun. 4 Mon. 8 p.m.: ch. 2,11 
Howards Club H.210 N Main St. Stadium Cinema 1:7:3049:30 "From Russia with Love" (Sean 
Retrospective (rock and roll) p.m. Connery) 
9:30p.m. to2 a.m.. Tues. Sun. 9p.m.: ch 7, 24 
no cover "Silent Running" 
Toledo Main Auditorium: 2 p.m. Sun. "Scarhrt L*ft*r" (Meg Foster) Mon. Thur.9p.m.:ch.S7 
Byrnegate Club, 135 S. Byrne, "Slaughterhouse Five" 
Spank (rock and roll) Main Auditorium: 3:30p.m. Sun. 
"Black Man's Land" 
9:30p.m. to2 a.m., Frl.-Sun. (documentary) 
cover: no Information available "King ot Hearts" 
Side Door, Union: 1 p.m. Wed. 
Tues  Wed 10p.m.: ch. 57 
Merrimekkoa. 39*2 Secor Rd. Events 
live music 
1 p.m. to 2 a.m., Frl.-Sun. 
Toledo Campus Culture Exhibit 
cover; SI "Animal House" Browsing Room, Union: Frl.- 
Specials; Tues    DanceCon SouthwyckS: 84 8:15p.m. Thur. 
tesKprlze- trip to Las Vegas), 
Wed.   College ID Night. Thurs. "Autumn Sonata" "Show Oft Your Tan" Mixer 
Ladles Night Glenbyrne 11: 5:15.7:IS,»: 15 
p.m. 
Grand Ballroom, Union: 8 p.m. 
Frl. 
Sludlo One, Secor and Dorr 
disco "The Bell Jar- Fiction reading by Wendy 
Frl.-Wed. South wyck 8: 5:45 S 8 p.m. Shaffer 4 Rex Easley 
Specials: Mon.  Singles Night, Commuter Center: 8 p.m. Mon. 
Tues.. Thurs.-College ID Night, "Buck Rogers In the25th Con. 
Sun.   Dance Contest (prize  trip fury" Fiction reading by Tony 
to Las Vegas) Franklin Park Cinema: 1:20. Ardlzzon* 
7:3049:45 p.m. State Room. Union: 8 p.m. Wed. 
Cheech and Chong 
Sat., Sports Arena "The China Syndrome" "Fiddler on tha Roof" 
Tickets: u 50, all seats reserved Franklin Park Cinema: 1:20. Westgate Dinner Theatre   6:15 
7:2049:35p.m. Tues.-Sat; noon Wed. 4 Sun. 
r 
Top 
o'the 
chart i 
The top-selling long- 
playing recordings ol the 
week, according to 
Billboard magazine, are: 
1. "Spirits Having Flown," 
The Bee Gees. 
2. "Minute By Minute," . 
Doobie Brothers. 
3. "Dire Straits," Dire 
Straits. 
4. "Love Tracks," Gloria 
Gaynor. 
5. "Blondes Have More 
Fun," Rod Stewart. 
6. "Two-Hot," Peaches 
and Herb. 
7. "Crulsin'," Village 
People. 
8. "52nd Street," Billy 
Joel. 
9. "Briefcase Full ol 
Blues," Blues Brothers. 
10. "Llvln'Inside Your 
Love," George Benson. 
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Madman Pryor 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Richard Pryor: A study In 
contrast. 
The public Pryor Is on view In the nation's 
theaters with an 80 minute tape-to-film record of a 
concert he gave in Long Beach, California late last 
year. Television can never do him justice; the big 
screen does. He roams the stage like a madman 
sage, erupting with outrageous verities He is 
profane, some say obscene, but irresistibly funny. 
Then take a look at Pryor behind the desk of his 
second floor office at his compound In Northrldge, 
a far reach of the San Fernando Valley. The 
wildness is gone from the eyes. He Is subdued, 
Introspective, employing scarcely a word that 
couldn't be uttered in a tea room. 
Why did he make "Richard Pryor, Live in Con- 
cert"? 
*P  Film 
He contemplates, then replies, "Money—Pure 
greed. Also, to have my art etched in celluloid and 
shown round the world. Most of all, greed." 
He's probably not serious, but you never can tell 
about Pryor. He did remark that he felt he had done 
good work and he was pleased with the results. 
The monologue covers a wide spectrum, In- 
cluding such matters as the difference between 
black and white funerals and the ring performance 
of Leon Splnks. He also makes graphic reference 
to male-female relationships. The film has no 
rating, but producer Bill Sargent has appended the 
message In ads: 
"WARNING: This picture contains harsh and 
very vulgar language and may be considered 
shocking and offensive. No explicit sex or violence 
Is shown." 
"Richard Pryor, Live in Concert" opens tonight at 
the Stadium Cinemas in Bowling Green. 
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STAfrlVM 
STARTS TONIGHT! 
THE ENTERTAINMENT EVENT 
OF THE YEAR I 
-RICHARD PRYOR" TONIGHT AT 7:30 AND t: It P.M. 
SATURDAY   -RICHARD PRYOR" AT  2:00-7:30  AND 9:10 
SUNDAY    RICHARD PRYOR" AT 2-3:40-7:30 AND 9:10 P.M. 
- A'/r■ fay it//i mlfit/J 
-THE FUNNIEST MOVIE IN TOWNI" 
Glenn Siskel. Chicago Tribune 
"* WHALE OF A SHOW WICKEDLY FUHNY!" 
Janet Maslm. N Y Times 
"PRYOR KEEPS EM ROLLING W THE AISLES!'' 
Richard Freeman. 
Newark Star-Ledger 
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And May Sa CeneUered Shocking 
AndOfNm*va No Eipkcrl S«> 
Or Violanca la Shown 
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Bach writes 'Seagull' sequel 
Review by 
Pamela R. Roberta 
Richard Bach's new 
book, "Illusions; The 
Adventures of a Reluctant 
Messiah," promises to 
satisfy the same audience 
he won with his best- 
selling 'Jonathan 
Livingston Seagull." 
Bach has a flair for 
telling the mystical story, 
as Is evident throughout 
his new novel. With 
refreshing simplicity, he 
tells the story of a Fort 
Wayne, Indiana auto 
mechanic who also 
happens to have been 
born a messiah. The 
modern savior Is Donald 
Shimoda, who wants no 
part of that usual 
messianic job of saving 
souls from eternal 
damnation. Quite simply, 
he wants to be happy. 
Shimoda drops out of the 
salvation business early 
and begins a new career 
selling plane rides and 
barnstorming around the 
Midwest In an antique 
Travel Air 4000. 
Another barnstormer, 
Richard, chances to meet 
Shimoda and becomes 
his friend and disciple. 
Richard seems patterned 
after Bach In most 
respects, from flying a 
biplane to looking for a 
teacher.   In   fact,   it  was 
DISCOUNT PRICES AT 
ALL THREE THEATRES 
TUESDAY •THURSDAY 
STUDENT  NIGHTS! 
Alt STUDf NTS 
WITH I.D.-S... gjfty 
-STAvlVM 
CLA-ZEL, 
during a summer flying 
that Bach finally felt the 
need to write "Illusions." 
Bach explains that he 
found himself asking 
questions like: "What If 
someone came along who 
was really good at this, 
who could teach me how. 
my world works and how 
to control it? What If a 
Siddhartha or a Jesus 
came into our time, with 
power over the illusions 
of the world because he 
knew the reality behind 
them? And what If I could 
meet him in person, if he 
were flying a biplane and 
landed In the same 
meadow with me? What 
would he say, what would 
he be like?" 
To answer those 
questions, Bach wrote 
"Illusions." 
When Shimoda 
Graduate 
author 
reads 
Former creative writing 
graduate student Tony 
Ardlzzone returns to the 
University to give • 
reading as a successful 
visiting artist 8 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Union's 
State Room. 
Ardlzzone, 29, began 
hla first hovel while an 
M.F.A. candidate at the 
University, earning his 
degree In 1975. The novel 
was published under the 
title "In the Name of the 
Father" last year by 
Doubleday & Company. 
The novel is set on the 
north side of Chicago, 
where the author was 
born and raised. 
Wednesday's reading is 
the first of five visiting 
artist readings scheduled 
by the Creative Writing 
Program for spring 
quarter. 
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FRIDAY-SATURDAY 
MIDNIGHT MOVIES! 
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SHOWTIME 1201 AM 
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becomes exhausted by 
the responsibilities of his 
role, he asks the "Infinite 
Radiant Is" to "let this 
cup pass from me." Such 
biblical allusions are 
deftly Interwoven 
throughout the story and 
The storytelling style is 
as relaxed as the story 
Bach tells. He in- 
corporates fine detail at 
every chance without ever 
overwhelming the reader 
with It. He has set his 
story In fragrant freshly- 
mown hay fields and lazy 
August afternoons. When 
both pilots spend a 
lingering dusk watching a 
quiet sunset and stirring a 
can of beef stew over an 
Literature 
link thought of Jesus 
Christ to thoughts of 
Shimoda-a device which 
works well to add to 
"Illusions" credibility. 
open fire, the image Is 
real. Bach captures the 
smells and sounds to 
create a total picture for 
his readers. 
Campus Paperback bestseller* 
LThe Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ, 
$2.50.) Perspective on women's role in society: fiction 
2. My Mother/Myself, by Nancy Friday. (Dell, $2.50) The 
daughter's search for identity. 
3. The Amrtyvilie Horror, by Jay Anson. (Bantam, $2.50.) 
True story of terror in a house possessed. 
4. Waterthip Down, by Richard Adams. (Avon, $2.50.) Tale 
of exile and survival in the rabbit work). 
5. Bloodline, by Sidney Sheldon. (Warner, $2.75.) ThriHer 
about heiress who inherits power and intrigue 
6. Coming into the Country, by John McPhee. (Bantam, 
$2.75.) voyage of spint and mind into Alaskan wilderness. 
7. Your Erroneous Zones, by Wayne W. Dyer. (Avon, 
$2.25.) Self-help pep talk 
8. Midnight Express, by Billy Hayes with William Hotter 
(Fawcetl, Popular, $2.25.) Young American (ailed in Tur- 
key for smuggling. 
9. The Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCu Hough. (Avon, $2.50.) 
Australian family saga: fiction. 
10. The Hobbtt, by J. R. R. Tolkien. (Ballantine. $2.50.) The 
fantasy world of Middle-earth creatures. 
This 1st was compiled by The Chronicle ol Higher Education from 
information supphad by collega stores throughout tha country 
Kane walks alone 
in lesser re-issue 
"Skulls in the Stars" by 
Robert E. Howard is not 
great literafwvx tout It Is 
good, exciting adventure 
to while away the weary 
days of winter. 
This book Is a re-Issue 
of one of the lesser works 
of Howard, who la best 
known for his tales of 
Conan, the barbarian. 
Howard's larger-than- 
life hero here is Solomon 
Kane, a 16th century 
Puritan swordsman. "Tall, 
gaunt and hollow-eyed," 
he relentlessly stalks 
pirates, thieves, rogues 
and murderers across 
England, Europe and 
darkest Africa to dispense 
"God's justice." Of 
course, Kane always 
walks alone. 
He    believes    himself 
invincible because he is 
God's tool, but is also a 
consummately-sklintd 
fighter and fearless 
adventurer. 
Because Kane thinks he 
is God's tool, the stories 
In this volume are filled 
with moralistic overtones- 
-sometimes to excess- 
adding an appealing 
fatalism to this otherwise 
invincible character. 
While you can rely on 
the ascetic Kane to do the 
|ust, moral thing, you can 
also rely on Howard to tell 
the tale entertainingly. 
Howard is generally 
considered, if nothing 
else, a masterful 
storyteller. 
Available from Bantam 
Books for $1.95 in most 
book stores. 
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.Alphabetology 
New science studies effects of letters 
by Adam Him mar 
ALPHABETOLOOV, n. I the ttuuy ot letters at prlnciplt 
peycheloglcal determinants et human behavior. 2. A latter by 
letter analysis ot any work that, by current reasonable standard* 
ought not to be anatyiod that way. 3. Any ot several largo, warm. 
European mammals belonging to the genus Nadma. 
ALPHAaETOLOOICAL. ALPH ABETOLOGIST 
One of the most wonderful feelings available to 
modern humans is that produced by sticking one's 
finger into an empty toaster and feeling the metal fur 
there—it's just like chimps! This is not unlike the 
feeling one gets when it is autumn in the hills, and 
someone has died in the sauna. Why are they so 
alike? It's simple—they're made up of the same 
letters. 
Contrary to popular belief-thai bandwagon of 
public erasers-we can judge a book by its letters. 
As any English 112 instructor will tell us, a 
paragraph is only as pallid as the individual sen- 
tences that make it up. What he won't tell us. 
though, is that any word is only as palatable as Its 
Individual letters are. This synerglstic component of 
alphabetology recognizes the burning question, 
what good is a word like "canal" if we can't eat all Its 
letters? 0, to be able to devour an entire L, right 
nowl Somewhere in Europe, a European citizen is 
also asking that question, but for a different reason. 
".. .if olives had legs, they 
would sell so much better..." 
Take the sentence, "Nedma rowed politely 
through the gymnasium's underbrush on all four 
hooves." A visual image? Apparently. But a quick 
jog through the alphabetology mill suggests 
something much more sinister going on here: 
because the average word length is 5.728 letters, we 
can barely get through the first couple of words 
without being visually assaulted by the anomaly of a 
long, hard-to-read combination of difficult letters: 
politely. Up the alphabetologlcal roller coaster we 
soar, only to crash abruptly on the hand-to-wall 
carpeting of a simple the. What happens to us when 
we hit gymnasium is too awful to describe without 
barking real tears. Note also that the most 
frequently occurring letter In the sentence Is 0 
(seven appearances). Thus the sentence is not only 
round, but soft. We might also call attention to the 
stirring cameo appearance of the letter 6. How 
mysterious, dangerous, and somehow Chinese! 
If only everybody understood the concepts 
"digital" and "binary." Look, Tony, there go the 
binary dogs! And cats are binary tool The diet 
digital rats careened furtively into the fetus's left- 
hand margin, then threw kite-muffins at the mayor's 
threadbare daughter. Obviously, an understanding 
of these Important words will be essential to 
aJphabetologists of the future. What a useful tool 
the dlglwave oven will be for letter-preparation-will 
vaporware become a thing of tha past? 
It's been said that every book In the New York 
Public Library has been encoded on one tiny chip 
the size of one of the dots in Mrs. Turner's hair. If 
this is true, how are we to read them? Will gigantic, 
sordid disco-lenses one day be required to defuse 
the marching waffle-children and their disgusting 
Belgian accents? 
Perhaps, then, It's only our alphabet that's 
causing all the problems In Iran and Guyana-let's 
face It, we simply have more letters than we could 
ever possibly need. This alphabetoflation Is 
responsible for so much. Where would Jim Jones be 
without his J"s? Why do African countries have such 
short names? What are we to do about the soaring 
cost of digital steak? 
The Belgians, of course, have pretty much solved 
all of this. The Flemish alphabet, like an elderly 
kneesock in a jar of mumps, is simple enough to 
memorize in one sitting, yet complex enough to 
provoke endless hours of discussion among hyp- 
notists and businessmen touring the Rhine in soft 
canoes. Using the Flemish aiphabet-A-B-B-B-G-Z-- 
we can continue .to spell things the way we to: 
BELL: B-E-l 
OWL: O-W-L 
MEAT: M-E-L 
MONSOON: M-L-B 
CARETAKER: G-B-B 
and BELGIUM: B-G-G 
Note here thealphabetlogical irony of the Flemish 
alphabet: all vowels take on the relative importance 
of an automatic razor (with memory) in the hands of 
a tiny policeman: just as mirrors will no longer be 
needed for shaving, spelling is no longer required 
for drowning. 
What does all this mean? One, that there is a 
future for blenders with good memories. Two, watch 
for alphabetology in marketing: the syn- 
chronization-by-compatlble-letters of more and 
more products like the toaster-helmet. Three, more 
and more pamphlets like "Old People: How to Use 
Them" will begin to appear. 
Yes, it's all true: If olives had legs, they would sell 
so much better... 
Ed. note: Adam Hammer is a doctoral candidate Inv- 
American Culture and a pioneer in the study of 
alphabetology. 
presents: 
show off your tan 
welcome back mixer 
tonight     8 p.m. grand ballroom 
 SO^wrtMed  
friday and Saturday 
7:00 p.m., 9:30 p.m., and midnight 
main auditorium, university hall $ I with i.d. 
mini course sign ups 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. through april II in the uao office 
Acrobatic. 
Apart imnt-BaetMor 
Cooking I a N 
■aalc Auto Repair 
Backgammon 
Ballet 
BeMydencktg: 
Beginning 
Advanced Ballydanclng 
Blka Rape* 
Bowling 
Camping-Backpacking 
Chtsea 
Disco Dancing 
Advanced Disco 11 II 
EnorclM Program 
FooaO.ll 
Frlebee 
Guitar 
Intro to the Bluaa 
leeHvercrerts Mixology 
Maorame: Quilting 
Beginning Beginning Piano 
Macrama: Photograph, 
ColHng   and    Basket.  Plant Car. 
wearing Tap Dancing 
Magic Yog* 
Mima 
spring quarter trips 
^X^'S'\ kentucky derby ■ may 4 S 5 
$35 includes transportation, lodging $ derby ticket 
athens film festival at Ohio university 
friday, april 20 thru Sunday april 22     ^sM 
$20 includes lodging and 
pass for film sessions 
for more info and sign ups contact uao, 
3rd floor, union or call 372-2343 
&V*feta! SECOND HOME OF CRAZY GEORGE 
! 
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The Salads 
Chef's Salad 
Ham. cheese, uUmi. pickles. 
onions, bacon bits, croutons. 
tomatoes, eggs choice of dressing    *2.9! 
Smal Chefs Salad »2.3! 
Salad (One Salad) ' 1. 3< 
Bottomless Salad '2.11 
Salad to Go (16 oz Cup) *.8! 
Puiiinai 
• Russian   • Italian   • 1000 Wind 
• Blue Cheese • Creamy Italian 
• House Specially  • Celery Seed 
• Diet Dressing • Extra Dressing '.25 
16 or cup of our dressing - '1.50 
The Soiip.. .of the day! 
CUP - '.60       BOWL - '.90 
The Beverages 
Bottomless Drink* (on tap) 40 
"You keep emptying the/n - we keep filling 
themupT 
• Pepsi  • Teem   • Dr. Pepper  • Orange 
• Root Beer • Red Pop • Coffee 
• Hot or Iced Tea 
Premium Beers on Tap 
• Michelob  • Schlitz light  • Schlitz Dark 
CLASS - .70       PITCHER - "3.00 
Diet Drinks ... 
Milk .'.... 
Canned Pop (to gi 
 40 
. SM-,30   tc .45 
/) 40 
t^\ 
No drinks served without food orders. 
I O. Required when ordering beer 
Thin or Thick - I 
Cheese 
Onion 
Sausage        
Pepperoni 
Anchovies  . 
Mush'ooms 
Green Peppers 
Green Olive   . 
Beef 
Ham 
Salami 
Canadian Bacon 
Black Olives 
Pineapple 
Bacon Bits 
Sauerkraut 
Combination ol 
Combination o* any 1 
Additional ingredients 
(no substitutions on specials) 
'Extra Crust or Extra Cheese 
The Pizza 
Special Pizzas 
Pagliai Special 
Sausage, onion, pepperoni. 
mushrooms green peppers 
SM 4.10 MID 5.20 IC 6.50 
Vegetarian Special 
, Onion green pepper mushrooms, 
olives (black or green) 
SM 3.70 MED 4.70 IC 5.90 
Hawaiian Punch 
Pineapple, ham 
t     SM 3.00 MSD 3.90 LC 4.90 
Crazy George Special 
Sausage, green pepper onion 
SM 3.30 Mil) 4.20 ic 5.30 
Chefs Delight 
sausage, bee*, pepperoni. 
mushrooms, green pepper onion 
black olives, bacon bits, salami, ham 
SM 6.00  MED 7.60  LC 9.40 
German Delight 
sauerkraut Canadian baton or 
sausage. 
M 3.00 Mii) 3.90 LC 4.90 
Free Delivery Day and Night! 
with order of $2.35 or more 
352-7571 CITY AREA - 352-1596 CAMPUS AREA 
We deliver from 11am. everyday 
EAST OPEN 
11 ».m.- 2 a.m. MON - SAT.;  SUN 4 p.m.- Midnight 
SOUTH OPEN 
H«-m.-12 any SUN.THURS.; FRI. & SAT. 11 ..m.-l 
The Sub 
Regular Sub (served hot or cold) 
Ham. cheese salami, lettuce, pickle 
romaloes onions. Italian dressing 
Roast Beef Sub 
Roast beef    anyway you want it 
Montagu 
sausage cheese, onion*, 
pizza sauce 
'Beefburger 
< in lund heel and onions 
'••Ot HMO) 
*2.35 «6.35 
•2.75 -6.75 
•2.50 "6.50 
•2.50 «6.50 
Delightfully Different Subs! 
• Crazy George Special 
Sausage green pepper, onions 
"Pagliai Special 
• onions pepperoni. 
mushrooms, green pepper. 
' Vegetarian Special 
Mushrooms lettuce, pickle, tomatoes. 
i mtoiv, green pepper, black or 
green olives 
" Hawaiian Punch 
Pineapple. Ham. 
'German Delight 
Sauerkraut Canadian bacon or 
sausage 
'Chef's Delight 
oeef pepperoni. mushrooms 
green pepper onions black olives 
baionbits salami ham 
•2.50    «6.50 
•3.00    '7.50 
*2.50    «6.50 
•6.50 •2.50 
•2.50    «6.50 
'4.00   '10.00 
' served with pizza vaut e and cheese 
No substitutions on delightfully different subs1 
Garlic Bread 
10 slices .75 
With cheese '1.00 
